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CHAPTER I 
BACKGROUND AND STATEMEt.tt OF Tim PROBLEM 
There are perhaps as many definitions of 1ntell1genoe 
as there are definers. ·However, one definition which has 
exte~~1ve commonsense appeal, according to Simrall (1947)) 
1denti£1ea intelligence with the ability to learn, or to 
profit from experience. Certainly, many practicing psycho-
logists have interpreted intelligence test scores as reflect-
ive or an individual ts learning ability or potential tor 
tuture learning. In his address aa retiring President of 
the American Psychological Aseociation, Garrett commented 
that: "It ia undoubtedly true that intelligence involvea 
the ability to learn •• ·" (Garrett, 1946, p. 372). 
Similarly, Simrall baa commented: 
With competence and ingenuity man solves the 
problems or everyday lite. How except by previoua 
learning, could he have achieved this ability? 
surely no one 1• naive enough to suppose that a 
man is born with the skill& necessary tor the 
aolution of any complex problem. What can be 
meant by the term 'intelligence' unless that mean-
ing is ability to learn, to profit from previous 
experience? Is it plaueible that intelligent 
behavior should be achieved except through 
experience? (Simrall, l94Q, p. 2?). 
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Learning is the modification of behavior through 
experience. More specifically, it is the improvement (with 
respect to a definite criterion} which occurs with praetice 
(MeGe0@h; 194.2, p. )). Learning is thus measured in terms 
of gain due to practice (S1mralli 19'1?, p. 29}. Therefore, 
1£ intelligence is to be defined as the ability to learn 
and if our intelligence tests do indeed measure "intelli-
gence," .then performance on a test of intelligence should 
be related to gains due to practice of tasks similar to 
' 
those included in the intelligence test. The logic behind 
- ' 
such :reasoning is rather straightforward. Intelligence 
tests ar,e standardized samples of behavior. Although 
behaviors included in the sample are generally not measures 
of learning, as such, but rather measures of achievement, 
it is assumed that the present level of achievement or per-
formance on the test reflects past learning. Degree or 
proficiency or past learning is taken to be predictive or 
learning ability or probable level of proficiency in future 
learning. Thus, present achievement reflects previous gain 
in performance which is assumed to be predictive of future 
gains in performance. 
Before proceeding w1 th research- relevant to the main 
question of the relation between measured intelligence and 
learning ability, it may be advisable to consider alternative 
explanations which may account for present levels of achieve-
ment. Present achievement adequately reflects past learning 
insofar as everyone has had an opportunity to learn under 
the same conditions. Consider, for example, a.n extreme case. 
If an English a)hi&vement. teat w~re administered to a French 
child, who had not been expoaed to English, t.he test would 
probably not be indicative of' his potcmtial for learning 
English. In euch·a case en achi•vement test is an inappro· 
priate meamure of the ability to learn English. One may 
l«>ndor, therefore, how appropriate our measures of' intelli-
gence which tap achievement are tor predicting learning 
potential when subjects teated come from various environ• 
mental: backgrounds hav.lng had differential learning experi-
encee. Thus, intelligence, the attribute or proceas which 
intelligence teats supposedly measure, may be properly 
defined at least in part ae learning ability, howover. our 
achievement type tests ot 1ntellig~nce may not measure it 
l·)r all or even meet individu&ls. Only if the individual 
has had a ma.xi.mum opportunity to learn, can present achieve-
ment be eaid to rerlact adequately his learning potential. 
Another way of viewing the problem ot the relation-
ship between present achievement and past learning is to 
consider pTeeent achievement as a measure of efficiency or 
storage of past leamir:g. It may well be that more "intelli-
gent persons do not gain more with practice, but ~hat gain 
tor such perS)ns is relat1vely more permanent or, in the 
language or in.format.ion proceaaing, the reaulta ot such 
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gain are more eaaily and efficiently retrieved. Thus, 
achievement may measure cumulative gain from a number of 
situations, regardless ot the absolute gain experienced at 
any particular time. Again in the terminology of int'orma.-
tion processing, more intelligent persons may not ditt•er 
significantly in their input or immedia::;e processing mechan-
1 ams, whereas, their storage mechan1 sma may be superior. 
In such a case, mea8Ures ot achievement may be the best 
measuree of f"'1ntelligence "· 
Another possible ditficulty with the commonsense 
definition,wbicb identifies intelligence as the ability to 
learn,arisea insofar as bot.b intelligence and learning ability 
must be considered general abilities according to the drfi-
nition. Recent theories ot intelligence developing trc~ 
factor analytic studies (Guilford, 1959, 1966) have seriously 
questioned the general, unitary nature of intellectual 
ability. The generality or learning ability has been chcll.-
lenged by Woodrow (1946) in a review of findings from the 
experimental laboratory. The issues po eed by Woodrow shall 
be returned to later. 
We may now turn te the experimental evidence relat-
ing intelligence to learning ability. 
The Negat!V$ Evidence 
Hall ( 1936} posed the question of whether there is 
a ngeneral learning ability which enables some individuals 
to manifest considerable and rapid improvement in a wide 
range or learning 11tuatJ.ons and others to perform poorly 
on the same series or tasks? (p. 179)" ln reviewing prev-
ious .1nveetigat1ons r~levant to the question, Hall round 
that the median ot positive coefficients between learning 
tasks was .25. Only a third or the coefticienta differed 
signiticant.ly from zero. Based only on these results. one 
1 s forced to cone lude that a general learning abi 11 ty, 1 t 
it extsto, is or only slight importance in. detemining 
learning pt,-rforaance. However, Hall oritic1zed ~h• methodO• 
logy ot th••• previous 1nveatigat1 one on a "nwaber ot grounde. 
Too ctten samples employed euttered trom restriction in th• 
range of talent. St,udies using college atudents aa subject.a 
involve severe restrictions or range or talent due to pre-
aelection. Such a restriction of range ot talent systema-
tically lower a the correlation coefficient. Unreliability 
ot measurement ma1 al so be a difficulty al.nee the correla-
tion be~ween tra1ta is reatr1.cied by the reliability of the 
meaauree employed. Also• Hall sumieated that prev1oun etudiea 
bad aurfored. from limitations of number or subjects and that 
correlations should be based on at least )0 to ;o subjects. 
Low oorrfllat.ions betWtten leaming tasks may be attributable 
to the measures of learning used. Learning measured by abso-
luie gain ~ay ditfer from learning measured by total perform-
ance which reeemblea more achievement than actual lea?Tling, 
since total performance is affected by initial level of 
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performance. Other methodological eoneiderations spec1ti•d 
by Hall incl\lde tb.e number or learning trials employed and 
ihe types ot learning tasks employed. 
Since moet of the extraneous variables listed abo•e 
have the efteet ot lowering the correlation coettlcient, 
Hall reasoned that 1ntroduet1on ot proper controls would 
raise the coeftic1enta. He performed an experiment auppoaedly 
designed to correet tor previous methodological errors. 
Four learning taake ot known reliability were employed, 
na.melyt • S~yltta Maze; tbe Peteraon Rational Learning Teat; 
a List of Noneense Syllabl•tH and a Punchboard Maze. Having 
chosen four appropriate learning tasks according to h11 
criterion of d!aeimilarity and known reliability, Hall pro• 
ceeded to violate his own warning against limitation in 
range of taleat. Subjecte employed in the experimenti were 
lCO college sophomore women volunteers. It ia doubtful that 
he could have limited ~b• range of talent much more it he 
had intentionally dOne so. 'l'he four taeka used were further 
ao dissiailar as to preea the limits or general learning 
ability, if such an ability exiata. Subjects practiced 
each taek once a week over a fourteen-week: period. Inten-
tional and unintentional extra-experimental practice 1i0uld 
be ditticult, it not impossible, to evaluate. Learning was 
measured by total errors, total number correct, and absolute 
gain. Reliability coetricients tor total errors ranged in 
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the .90's: whereas, those for absolute gain ranged from .44 
for stylus maze to .87 for nonsense syllables. Hall suggested 
that the high reliability of gains in learning nonsense sylla• 
bles may be explaiJ'led by the fact that it is the only task 
which excludes many chance factors such as differences in 
initial· 1evela of performance •. It is perhaps not surprising 
that none of the coefficients between gains differed signi-
ficantly from zero. It is unfortunate that Hall was able to 
enumerate extraneous variables which should be controlled 
and then proceeded to violate his 0"4'1 warnings. The restric-
. 
tion in range or talent introduced by using women college 
sophomores could have, easily been avoided by sampling from 
a high school or junior high school population. Although a 
general learning ability was certainly not demonstrated, 
methodological weaknesses in the experiment prevent conclu-
sions concerning the extent to which it was discredited. 
Husband (1939), in a similar experiment, correlated 
~ev3nteen learning and memory tasks with IQ'(,soores.-f: ·~~. 
Categories of the learning and memory tasks included: rote, 
motor and ideational. Correlations of the seventeen learning 
tasks with intelligence were so low as to be practically zero. 
Husbaoi concluded that we should speak of learning abilities 
(plural) and not learning ability. However. it is noteworthy 
that the coefficients O·f correlation were slightly higher 
among complex functions than.among simple motor and rote 
functions. 
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In order to investigate the possible effects of 
restrictions in range of talent upon obtained correlation 
coefficients, Husband {1941) chose j·unior high school · 
students as subjects. Six learning tasks were employed 
including motor, rote, and ideational tasks. The modi an 
1ntercorrelat1on was found to be only .10 and llusband again 
~<?i;icl~g~c;\ that learning abilities are specific. However, 
it is of interest to consider the nature of the tasks 
employed. Three of the tasks used were: code substitution; 
spool packing; and mirror draWing. None· of these tasks 
correlated significantly with intelligence. However, the 
correlation between a reading comprehension task and in-
telligence test scores was .52. One may question the 
extent to which we should expect learning of extremely 
simple tasks to correlate with intelligence. Alsot speed 
ot learning simple motor tasks may not be expected to be 
related to intelleatual ability, assuming that such an 
ability exists and our tests measure it. It may well be 
that more intelligent persons are able to learn more complex 
and challenging tasks which less intelligent persons are 
unable to master. For example, a severely retarded person 
is unable to master symbolic logic given any amount of 
practice t whereas the most intelligent of persons is presuma-
bly able to master such tasks. It is also possible that 
simple tasks are relatively non-challenging and non-motivating 
to persons possessing a high level of intellectual ability. 
Such an hypotheeia is suggested by Kall tl9)6). 
Heeae (1942) likewise inveet~gated the possible 
existence or a general factor of improvement with pract-ice. 
He presented eix simple teeta to " univeru ty student a. 
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A ~otal of ten triale were administered on each test. Here 
again reatrict.ion of range or talent My be a factor since 
university etudent• were used ae subjects. Measures or gain 
were absolute gain and reaidual gain (dotined as the differ-
ence between actual final scores and final ecores predicted 
from initial scores). ·The six tests employed ~ore: ~dd1t1on, 
in whi.cb the subject aimmed ·three-digit numbers for a period 
ot five m1nutee; Mirror Drawing; Bt.ylu& t;taze; f!ort1ng 20 
tM:>•digit numbers; Double Hand Teat in which the subje<:t 
manipulated tw.> handle& to draw a line; and Tapping, which 
required the subjects to make as many marks as possible on 
a piece ot square paper with t-inob rulings. Although• 
improvement on mirror tracing correlated • S? w1 th double-
handle • most ot the other measure• ot gain correlated posi• 
t1ve11. but low. A factor analysis employing the centroid 
method wae applied to the data. Heese concluded that no 
g~neral factor could be est;abl1 shed. 
Considering the nature and aimplicity or t.he taska 
·employed, one would ·expect a simple factor of speed to con· 
tribute- much to performance. Thia is precisely what. waa 
tound. Speed ot movement, mom.cry and perception were names 
given to the three tactors extracted from the matrix. With 
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such a restriction in the range ot talent, a general. ability 
which may exist wuld be expected to be held conatant, thus 
allow1n& only relatively epecittc factors to come into play. 
Bull (1927) hypothesized that intra-indi vidusl abilititts may 
closely follow the normal distribution found with inter-
individual measures of ability. General ability, insofar 
as it exists, may be represented by the general elevation 
ot the curve. Therefore, with a pre-selected group of 
college students, the general elevation of individual curves 
may be held constant,· thus, re\realing no ieneral learning 
ability. 
From an extens1Ye review of the literature dealing 
with the ability to learn, Woodrow concluded that: · 
l. The ability to learn cannot be identified 
with the ability known as intelligence. 
2. Ind1v1duala posueas no such thing as a 
unitary learning ability. 
). Improvement with practice correlates import-
antly Hith group-factors, that is, relatively narrow 
abilities, and alao with specific factors. 
4. Even the group-factors involved in learning 
ar• not unique to l$arning, but consist of abilities 
whi<;h can be mea~red by test.s given but once (\roodrow, 
1946, PP• 148~149). 
Sin.ce the studil'&s reviewed by Woodrow contain many of 
the methodological problome previously mentioned such as 
limitatfons of range of talent and aimplicity of the tasks 
employed, criticiams previously enumerated are relevant to 
Woodrow's conclusiona. 
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In a study by Simrall (1947) the methodological diffi-
culty of restriction in range of talent may have been avoided. 
Although no clear indication of the range of intelligence 
is given, the subjects used were 95 University High School 
students at the University ot Illinois. Since the high-
school population sampled may have.been somewhat atypical 
and pre-selected. however, re8trictions in range of intelli-
gence may still have been a factor. 
Simrall attempted to investigate the relation between 
intelligence as measured by the ·QS.!.! ~ and learning 
defined operationally as gains due to practice on·a task 
presented repeatedly. The tasks used were a jumbled word 
test and a backwards writing test. Although mental age 
correlated .60 with initial score and .61 with final score 
on the backward writing test, and .59 td.th initial perform-
ance (.49 with final performance) on the jumbled l«>rds 
test; the correlations between mental age and gain with 
practice on the tasks were .OS and .2a, respectively. 
Further, the correlation between gains due to practice 
of the two tests was only .lS • indicating. the absence of a 
general learning ability for the two.tasks employed. 
Simrall _(1947) concluded that: "Every result of this · 
experiment 1 a contrary to the results predicted from the 
theory that intelligence is the ability to learn (p. 43}J1 
One apparent difficulty in Simrall's study is that no relia-
bility coefficients for gain scores are given. Low relia-
bility of gain scores may account for the negligible corre-
lations. bet~.Cen gain socree. Another possible source or 
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ditfioulty wltb abeolute gain scores employed by Sitnrall 
ie ceiling etlecte imposed br the taek. Since the correla-
ticne which Simrall tound between mental age and initial 
performance were hi&h. and positive, w. may conclUde that 
more in"elligent peraone began the ta8lc at a higher level 
ot performance (1.e., closer to asymptote). Such subjects 
bad, thua, lese possible gain. Further, .it may be hypo• 
tbeeiaed that more in~elligent aubjeote gained most before 
performance eommenced 1 especially on the backward writing 
teat~ · Between instructions and the .firat p_erformance 
trial, much could have been ga.1n•d th.rough covert practice. 
Moreover, gain at different levels of performance may have 
been qualitatively different. At actlanced stages ot per-
.f'ormanee on the backw•rd wr1 ting task, tor example, simple 
motor speed involved in recording responaee may have bee!l 
. a tactor of relatively greater importance than at lower 
levels of pertonnance. Support tor this hypothesi a may be 
gathered from the f1nd1ng ot Fleiahman (1960) and Flei ehrnan 
and Hempel (l955)_that different factors or abilities contri-
bute to different etages of practice of a psychomotor task. 
Ferguson (1956) has hypotheatsed that ttcognitive abilities 
play a JnOr• important role in the earlier atagee ot learning 
a motor task than in the later at•gea, when performance 
becomes organised in the form of a habitual psychcmotor 
response pattern (p. 127)." 
One study which found a neglible i-elation between 
"learning ability" and intelligence aa measured by intelligence 
tests la worth noting. pri.rur1ly tor its methodological 
weaknesses. Green (19SJ) presented t1ve eubteats or 
"learning ability~ to 41 high school junlora. The sub-
test& included: Letter Obsenation; Digit-Syqibol; V'owel-
Corusonant; Parenthe$es Marking; and Reversal Type. 
Correlatione between subtes~• ranged from -.12 to .58. 
The leaming teats correlated .19 w1 th 1ntelligence aa 
measured by the Otia ~uick-Scoring Nental Ability Test 
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and .16 wit.h school gradea; whereas. intel~igence tea~ 
scores correlated • S4 w1 th school grade a. Green concluded 
that the "low correlations indicate that there 1a little 
relationship between the ability to leam and intelligence 
aa measured by intelligence teete (p. 199)." 
However, before accepting Groen' s conclusions at 
tao& value, 1 t is advisable to firat conaider the procedure 
and results upon which they were baaed. The extent to 
vb1ch the five eubtests measured learning is at least ques-
tionable. The usual method or measuring leaming involves 
repeated presenta_tion of a iask from which a measure ot gain, 
or the difference between initial and final sc0r•a, is taken. 
In Green's study, the five "learning eubtesta" were pre-
aented .only once and the measures of learning ,..re total 
scores. Further, the "learning aubtesta" were patterned 
efter eubteate trom varioue intelligence teats end apparently 
differed li~tle from these eubteats. ln tact, the five aub-
teets taken as a whole rather renmbled an intelligence teat 
in that 1ntereorrelat1one between subtest& are lcw, b\tt. 
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generally poe1 t_ive, whore as, 1ntercorrelat1on& between the 
eubteata 4nd the teat as a whole r.enged betwten .48 and • 79. 
Her. the resemblance ceases. \11lersas intelligence tout 
scores correlated • ;4 \d. th cchool gradee and, thus, predict 
the criterion of school euccees fairly \'tell, conoidering 
limitations or aansple size (D : 41); the correlation bet.ween 
the total *learning'' test and school grades was only .16. 
One begi:uJ to 11\0nder llhetther Ore en devi sod r1 v• subtest.s of 
"leaming" ability oi• whether he merely constructed a new 
type --~r intelligence to at, and a poor one at that since it 
was unablo to predict the criterion o! S':hool euccesa. 
Inapact.ion or t.h• subto~s reveals that any leeming 1nvol ved 
"' or a rather air.Jple type. Without a measure or gain., 
i~ is questionable wh~ther Green adequately measured any 
learning •hicb may have been inYOlVed. 
Another study which euffers from many of the same 
methodological woaknouea as those previously d1 scussed waa 
reported by I .. indner 1ind Overton (1960) who attempted to 
relate intelligence to grouping in learning. lttorty-nina 
subjects from introductorr psycholC>6f were usod in the 
experl ment. Such a sample suffers both .from limited size and 
range or ability. The experimenters hypot;heeised that. more 
intelligent pcarsona easily discover tbe presumably helpful 
pri.nclpl• of grouping in loaming and use it frequently. 
If this 1a so. one would expect moet college oophomoreo to 
have leamed the principle lona before their second year ot 
lS 
college and to uae 1~ with about equal frequency. Since 
no data is gi•en conoeniing the range ot tre~uency or group-
ing, thie hypotheaia cannot be diacarded.. It everyone 1n 
the exp_.11\ent aroups material to be learned w1 th approxt-
mately the ea.me frftquenoy, a high correlation between fre-
quency of grouping and intelligence cannot be expected. 
It is perhaps not surprild.ng that the correlation between 
trequencr or grouping and intelligence was only .06. 
A final methodological weakness arises from the tact that 
treq~enoy or grouping was meat!Nl'ed by the number of judges 
who nid that the subject was grouping. Only three judges 
were uaed and presumably a Pearson product-moment correla-
tion coefficient was used to compu~e the correlation between 
the frequency of subjects' grouping scoree (maximwa poeeible 
aeon per individual : )) and intelligence scores. vJhen 
the range ot one of t-he variables ie 0 through 3, the 
?ea'.l"aon r 1 s hardly an appropriate formula for computation 
of a correlation ooefticient.. To compound the error, no 
measu:re of the reliability ot the judges' reports wae pre• 
sented. If perfect inter-judge reliability had eXisted, 
the grouping scores would have been dichotomous data since 
all three judges would have agreed that the eubject was 
either grouping or he wasn't. Failure to deconstrate a 
relatlonahtp betwetn intelligence and learning ability in 
this experiment waa certainly not a guarantee that euch a 
relation doesr not'· erlst. 
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The last study to be reviewed which tailed to find 
a positive relation between learning ability and intelli-
gence waa performed by Cautela (1965) who dealt apecitic• 
ally With probability l•arntng. Again the range ot talent 
was restricted to college atµdent e and the sample aize wae 
relatively small (n : SO). Subjects were presented with a 
two-choice probability learning situation in which one or 
the choices was reinforced 701' of the times. Subjects were 
given 200 trials and the last forty trials were used tor 
purp~~·• or the analysia. The correlation between the Otia 
scores and the probability scores wae .1s··. Cautela con-
cluded that no M!lation exists between -intelligence and 
probability learning tor college level subjecte. 
In the studies reviewed: thua far, which have round 
negligible relation between intelligence &nd learning 
ability, certain methodological. weaknesses have been evi-
dent. A majorit.y or studies suffered !rom reetrictione in 
range or talent ot subjects used eince college student e were 
often involved. Sampling from euch a pre-selected popula-
tion mar have the effect ot holding learning ability rela-
tively constant, 1£ ouch an ability indeed exists. Limita• 
tions in range of intelligence ascoree has likewise been •vi• 
dent~ Sample size hae also frequtntly been relatively small. 
''hen gain scores have been the measures ot learning used, 
ueually reliabill ty coeffic :tents have not been given. 
Finally, most of the learning tasks us&d have been rather 
simple and non•discriminating.. If intelligence could be 
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demonstrated to predict leam1~ in complex and challenging 
tasks, ltmitat1oca in prediction ot simple tasks would do 
little d•mage to our concept or intelligence or to our 
contidenco in using intelligence tests. 
Even on simple tasks. the type or learning measure 
used may be a cri t.1cal variable. As Rapier has pointed 
out: 
MeAsurement by gain scores has the effect ot 
penalizing the bright etudmta bl not providing 
enough ceiling for his growth. lhe more correct 
responses the br1.ght$r otudtnt maltes on bis initial 
score, the te..er test items ho may have left to show 
improvement on. r\lrthermore. the duller student may 
be making hie gain on answering the easier i.terns 
more correctly (~api•r, 1962, p. e). 
I.~e)!q@i t!ve EY!denct 
One ot the earliest atudie.e which reported a positive 
relationship between meesured intelligence and learning. 
ability was reported by Johnson (192)). The learning taak 
invol•ed was reading reversed print by holding a textbook 
up to a mirror. One weakness ot the experiment i a that .all 
practice by th~ 60 univeradty students was done outside 
the laboratory during the subjects' tree time. Subjects 
-were instructed to practice tor ten minutes a day tor 
20 days. The correlation between the average score or 
a number of group tests or intelligence and improvement ea 
measured by absolute gain in number or worda read was 
.46 t .01. Johnson concluded that: 
The results are, however, remarkable in showing 
such a c::lose correlation when one considers the 
rather mechanical and uninteresting nature of the 
task ot learning to read inverted print of a diffi-
cult thought content t.Jo.hrieon,, 192), p. 544). 
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A possible difficulty in the experiment is the extra experi-
mental practice required of subjects. Strict time limits 
and daily practice may not have been rigorously followed 
by all subjects. 
Garrison (1926) investigated the relation between 
"rational" learning and intelligence •. ~eats or learning 
incl\Jded the Rational Learning Test and Analogy Form Test 
devised by Peterson. Otis Intelligence Test scores 
correlated .;o t .06 with the Analogy Form Test and 
.42 ·~ .06 with Rational Learning. Further, both of these 
tests slightly outperformed the Otis in predicting scores 
on weekly quizzes given by the experimenter. 
Garrett (192S) presented eight memory-learning tests 
to a total of 158 college male freshmen. The tests included: 
Digit-span (auditory and visual); Paired-associates (audi-
tory and visual);· Logical' memory; Digit-symbol; and Turkish-
English. Taken individually, the tests had a low, but 
positive• correlation with the Thorndike Test of Intelligence. 
The median correlation was .21. However, when pooled, the 
eight tests correlated with the Thorndike .53, and .60 when 
corrected for atten~\tion. The l* ijter correlation coefficient 
was as high as the correlation of the Thorndike Test with 
college grades. The similarity between the memory-learning 
tasks and subtests on standard intelligence tests is notable. 
Also total scores on these tests were taken as m•u1wrea ot 
leaming rather than gain scorea. 
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An investigation of tbe relation bet•en motor-leaming 
and intelligence wao performed by Spence and Townsend (19.30}. 
Only 20 subjects were ueed in tbe experiaMtnt which teated 
learning ot a complex nigh relief finger maae. Subject& 
were eelected on the baaia or their scores on the Thuretone 
Intelligftl'lco Test. Subjects in one group were thoae who had 
achieved the highest scores on t.be intelligonce teet, while 
tboae _in the other were \hose who had achieved the lowest 
ecoree. A large and highly significant dit.ferenoe was found 
between the tw groups in their pertor"l!lance on the maae, with 
the group scoring highest on th• Thuratone Teat performing 
beat on waze. leaniing. The 1nvestlgators present correlation 
oceft1c1enta with caution and tor purposes of illustration 
only, since the tull range or ab1 lity was not present 1n the 
sample and non-overlapping segmente ot the population were 
eelected. ~netheless, the correlationa between trials, 
errors, time; and intelligence were reapec~ively: .57 i .11; 
.64 a .09; .66 • .os. The caution with which ouch coerr1-
01ente must be interpreted, considering pre-selection and 
eample siae • prohibits drawing conolusions. 
Thompson and iii'i·tryol (1946) replicated the experiment 
of Spence and Townsend (1930) using 40 subjects whose intelli-
gence teat scorea _,.. continuously distributed. The measure 
of intelligence waa obtained from the Otis Gamma '?eat, rather 
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than from the Thurston• Teat. used in the previous experisnent. 
Although the intelligence teats scores or the sample used 
were continuously distributed, :tbe range ot acorea was 
restricted by nature or the tact that subjects were all 
college a~udents. The standard deviation ot IQ•a tor the 
eample waa only tt.2, whereas, the ex.pected de>viation tor a 
npreaentat1ve aample abould range between 15 and 16. The 
actual. Coi"relatione between intelligence scor•s and errors 
and time were, respectiv•l1z .17 and .30. The 1nveat1gators 
appli•d a atat1at1oal analyaia to predict the correlations 
expected with a more representative and heterogeneous popula-
tion. The expected coefficients or correlation between·. 
t~elligence and trials, errors and time, respectively, were: 
.13, .74, and .?6. Replication or this experiment witb a 
repre•entative population relative to diapersi.on of intelli-
gence te&t scores, should produce interesting results. 
In many of' the experiments which have report.ed negli• 
ble relationships between learning ab111 ty and intelligence, 
gain acorea are uied ea measures of learning. Tilton (1949) 
baa focused critici• upon various measures of gain used. 
He empheaiaed that the reliability of the measures ot gain 
should be as high aa for end-ecores. Even when coefficients 
ol reliability tor end teeta are high, those for gain may 
be negligible. Many gain scores surrer trom ceiling effects 
as prert<n.u1ly diee\.ussed. 
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Tilton aleo recommended a rather novel approach to 
item analysis for tests measurlng gain. Such an item analy-
sis should not be based on per cent answering questions 
correctly, but on per cent learning to answer correctly. 
Tilton investigated the effects of using improved 
measures or gain, according to hi$ criterion. Gains were 
measured on achievement type tests given at fairly exten-
sive intervals. For a seventh-grade group (N : 515) a teat 
of twenty items was used which covered ll weeks of instruc-
tions._-. !'~or a twelth-gra.de group (N : 1J4) s. test of 54 
1 tema meaSlred ti full year's progress in social studies. 
For both tests, items were selected from longer tests by 
means of an item analysis of per cent learning. Results 
indicated that tor the seventh grade, Otis IQ cor-.related 
.50 with initial scores and .49 w.1.th gains. For the 
twelth-grade, Terman Group IQ coores were round to corre-
late ,43 with initial performance nnd .49 ldth initial 
gain. When corrected for attenuation, correlations hetween 
I~ and gains were raised to • 53 and • 58. 
Sinith (1949) investigated the relation between in-
telligence test scores as measured by the California ~ 
g! M,ntai Maturity and learning resulting from the use or 
educational sound motion pictures. For three of four groups 
tested, the relationship was positive, significant and 
appreciable. 
Oaudry and Champion (1962) presented a list of five 
paired associates for 16 trials t.o subjects divided into 
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high and low IQ groups. Latency ot the correct response 
waa the meaeure of learning performance. The high IQ group 
was equal to the low IQ group at the outset, and had the 
eame upper limit ot performance, but approached the upper 
limit or performance at a significantly raster rate. It 
was speculated that with more complex and challen,gl.ng tasks, 
the upper limits as well as rate of approaching the limit 
would differ significantly tor more intelligent groups. 
As previously speculated. restriction in the range 
of talent, which occurs when college students are the sub-
jects, may have the ettect or holding "gener3l learning 
ability" constant across subjects. T\\O studies reviewed 
(Tilton. 195), and Mackay and Vernon, 1963) found con6ide· .. 
able evidence for a general factor of learning ability 
among relatively non-selected grade school subjects. The 
study by Mackay and Vernon (1963) used residual gain as a 
measure or learning ability. In Tilton' s study, absolute 
gain in achievement type tests was the measure of learning 
used. 
Duncanson (1966, 1967) has investigated the inter-
relations between lea.ming and ability measures and between 
leami~ in different situations by administering a battery 
ot ability tests and nine learning tasks to 102 sixth-graders. 
The types of leaming were concept formation, paired-asso-
ciates and rote-memory tasks. Every learning task with the 
exception of concept formation, watt' found to be related to 
one or more of the ability tests. Tasks involving words 
showed highest loading on the verbal factor. Those involving 
I 
numbero loaded heaviest on the numerical factor, and those 
tnvol ving rote-memory tasks had highest loadlnia on the 
memory factor. On the other hand, three learning factor& 
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t-•re found \dlich were 1nd9pt¢1dent or abilities mearured. 
Although no general learning tsctor wns round• group lea m-
ing ractors 'WGI"e found. 
M~Geoch hos hypothesized that: 
A pool or a lerg~ number of measures of learning 
would correlate at leaat as highly with intelligence 
tests as intelli&mce testc do with each other 
(_~cGeoch, 1942, p. 251). 
Harootunian investigated McOeoch' s hYPOt.hesi s. A total of' 
eight leaming tasks and tl«.> intelligence teat a (the C'l'J".:J.1 
and tha Otis Beta) were administered to 88 eigbth-grsdere. 
The median correlation between any task and intelligence 
scores was .36. The median correlation between loaming 
taeks was .2a. However, a compoaite learning score corre-
lated .n ldth tM c·rmM and .73 w.l.th the o·t1e Beta. Thue, 
when learning tasks were combined, the relationship between 
the learning taal<J and the intelligence testa was al.moot 
the same aa the correlation between tM intelligenco tests. 
Harootunian concluded that: "Intelligence and learning 
ability-have much in common when the latter 1a measured 
br the composite ot a number or scores (Harootunian• 1966, 
P• 213)." 
Proeramrrnd Learp~pg 
Aa previously ·diacuosed, intelligence tests may be 
deecribed as instruments tlhlch sample present achievement or 
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performance in a number ot situations. The assumption under-
lying such instruments is that present level of performance 
(i.e •• achievement) reflects previous learning or gain with 
practice. It is reasoned that amount of previous gain is 
a measure of ability to gain (Woodrow, 1946). As Sorenson 
pointed out: 
When he administers an intelligence test, the 
psychologist samples the knowledge and skills which 
the subject has learned in the past, sometimes years 
ago. Neither the psychologist nor the subject can 
know very much about the conditions under which the 
learning occurred, nor what specific experiences were 
slgnificant, nor how much time was involved. In any 
society, some subjects will have had opportunities 
and experiences not shared by others, because of 
differences in social class, etc. (Sorensont 196), p. 326). 
Sorenson (1963) has suggested that cumulative records 
from ttteaching machines" or programmed instruction could be 
used as an alternative to intelligence tests. He comment•d 
that intelligence may be defined as the "ability to learn 
from experience· (p. 325)~and that "teaching machines" could 
potentially assess rate of learning in a way which is more 
meaningful and applicable than has been previously possible. 
One type of program for instruction, the branching 
program, is illustrated. The student ie presented with a 
unit or Instruction on microfilm. After he studies that 
unit, a multiple choice question is presented on the screen 
and he selects one of the alternatives by depressing one 
of several buttons before him. If the question is answered 
correctly, the student is informed as such by the flashing 
ot a green light. If he has answered incorrectly, the 
material le preisented again, hie error is explained, and 
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the student ie again teeted on an alternate question. The 
variety ot types or instructional materials are potentially 
limitless. Advantages of this type of 1nutruct1on are tbt\t 
the student is teotod imedi':ltely arter studying each unit ·· 
and that the system includes teedback control. Also, for the 
purpose or meso!.lring progrees in learning, such machines can 
print out a cumulative record of th~ student's sequence or 
-
t.he choices, amount of time spent and number of attempts on a 
problem· •. Such a leaming record would tell a great deal 
. " 
about 'tbe cond1 t1ona under which the subject learned or 
failed t.o leam and a more precise and ext.ens! ve record of 
progress may be gathered. Sorenson further pointt1d out that 
the problem o! developing a "Culture free" test would prac-
tically disappear. 
One ct the most promising prospects or using cumula-
tive records from programmed instruction 1 s that such 
measures may have greater predictive validity, especially 
when the criterion is academic performance. Further, since 
oumulat1 ve records trom programed instructions would be 
based upon larger aeplee or behavior than lQ ecoree, they 
may be oxpected to have greater reliability. In fact, a 
measure ot loaming ability could be based upon full yearta 
cumulative record or greater, since machines could tmve the 
capacity to compute, e.tore, and recompute a~ specified 
intervals any representative statistic desired. A child's 
"learning ability" so measured could be compared with hie 
appropriate reterrent population and with populations with 
which he i a likely to compete. 
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Also programmed learn1ng would greatly facilitate 
research into the general or apec1fic nature of learning 
ability since extended recorda gained from "teaching 
maohinestt would probably produce measures or gains having 
greater reliabilities. The generally limited reliability._:: 
ot measures or gain has been a real methodological stumbling 
-
block-inma:ny'. previous investigations. 
One possible problem w1th Sorenson' e approach is the 
assumption that intelligence ia beet identified with "learn-
ing ability" as measured by simple rate or gain. As pre-
viously noted, long-term storage of gains made may also be 
an important component ot intelligence, as may be the upper 
limit ot gain in learning complex material.a. However, both 
ot tbeae posaibilitiee could be investigated by using pro-
grammed 1ns~ruction devices. The main benetite of such 
devices 'WOuld be the standardisation possible in the pre-
sentation of materials and recording of responses. Also, 
coupled with computers ot autficient eise, teaching devices 
could be made to more easily yield summary type statistical 
values by programming the computer to accept running records 
and perform desired statistical analyeie on the data. 
Wardrop and Dubois (1965) investigated the uae ot 
programmed instruction as a miniature learning situation 
for predicting performance in a classroom situation. 
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Residual gain was used as a measure ot learning and aubjeete 
were 330 Air Force trainees. The General Classification 
subtest ot the Baste Teat Battery, a group teat or verbal 
i~elllgence • waa the measure or intelligence ueedJ two 
teats or perceptual-motor skills were used. The programmed 
instruction consisted ot an SS-minute linear program on 
study skills. Subjects were given a pre- and post-instruction 
teet. Programmed instruction wa$ round to be more closely 
related to classroom learning than the other learning tests, 
although none of the correlations exceeded .30. The intelli-
gence measure used correlated with the criterion ot class-
room euccees only .); and when intelligence measures were 
combined with programmed learning results, the correlation 
coefficient was raiaed only slightly to .)8. 
Although no definite relationships were demonstrated 
with such low coefficients or correlation, several things 
should be noted. The sample used was pre-selected and the 
programmed instruction waa not optimal according to Soren-
eon' s (1963) description or programmed instruction techniques. 
General Criticisms ~ - . ~ 
Several methodological di..fficultiea have persisted 
in the investigations reviewed, such aa~~restrictions in the 
range of talent; lack or agreement concerning appropriate 
measures or gaini lack of evid•nce for rel1ab111tiea of 
meaeuree ot gainJ presence or ceiling etrecte in the tasks 
used which have the effect or inhibiting eubjecta who begin 
at a higher level of initial performance; and at times, 
perhaps faulty statistical analysis. 
When college sophomores are the subjects in investi-
gations, a double restriction in the range of talent most 
probably occurs. One selection process occurs at the point 
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of admission to college; another selection process is involved 
in the attrition rate through the first year. Thus, any 
sample or college sophomores probably has an extremely limited 
range -·or IQ scores. The reliability or IQ scores sampled 
from a college sophomore population is most probably appre-
ciably less than for the general population. If such 
restriction in the range of ability is the case, one would 
not expect a high correlation between IQ scores of college 
sophomores and any other variable measured. 
It hast likewise, been suggested that extremely 
simple tasks which have frequently been employed in inves-
tigations may not afford an adequate test or the relation 
between intelligence and learning ability. Such tasks 
frequently suffer from ceiling effects. Subjects who begin 
at a higher level of performance may have less potential 
gain remaining. Further, although gain on simple psycho-
motor type tasks may not be related to measures of intelli-
gence, gain on complex verbal type tasks may. Few or us 
may be disturbed to discover that more "intelligent" 
persons are not able to learn backward alphabet printing 
or mirror star tracing faster than less intelligent persons. 
However, if ·such persons do not gain more from reading 
complex verbal materials or from instruction in symbolic 
logic, it may well tell us something about the usefulness 
of our measures of intelligence. 
The Present Investigation 
The purpose of the present study is to investigate 
the relationship between gain in performance on verbal 
compre~ension tests when repeated exposure is given to 
information type material, and measures 0£ verbal and 
general intellectual ability. 
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Certain objectives were established at the outset in 
·accordance with criticisms of preVious research in the area. 
These objectives included: 
l. The sample should be drawn from as heterogeneous 
population relative to the range of ability as possible. 
2. The learning task should be sufficiently complex 
to avoid cetling effects. 
3. Several measures or gain should be computed and 
compared including absolute gain, proportion or 
pos~ible gain and residual gain. 
4. A measure or reliability or gain should be 
obtained. 
; • A measure of relatively permanent gain should be 
obtained in order to determine the extent to which 
it differs from immediate gain, and its relationship 
to measured intelligence. 
CHAPTER II 
THE METHOD 
Pretest ot the Items 
SubJectg A total of 96 eighth-grade studente at 
a public junior high-school in the Richmond metropolitan 
area served as §.s for the pretest or the items. All .2,s were 
volunteers from general classes. Special gn>uping of stu-
dents into academic and vocational curricula does not ' , cur 
until the ninth grade in thia particular school system. 
Materials All four alternate forms (i.e.• Forme: 
Am ( Rev1 sed) ; Bm ( fievi sed) ; Cm and lJn) or the Rate and 
Comprehension: Part _A subteats trom the Advanced !!.§!. 2.(. 
~Iowa Silent Reading Test!t New Edition (Greene, Jorgen-
sen & Kelly. 1943) were used as the basic materials from 
which the preteet was developed. The four compreh8naion 
passages deal with general science content and cover the 
topics: "Glass, Rubber. Cork, and Iron. n The !.2.!!! ~ 
Booklet contains a total or ten )-choice ~ueations for 
each alternate subtest. 
The manual for the test fails to gt. ve predictive or 
concurrent validity coefficients. However, evidence is 
presented tor content validity (Greene, Jorgensen & Kelly, 
1943t p. 3). For the total 1942 national standardization 
population or ninth-graders, the reliability coefficient 
computed by the Kuder Richardson Formula 21 was .72S 
(Greene, Jorgensen & Kelly, 1943, p. 5).1 
Procedure--A pretest of listening comprehension was 
developed by the experimenter using the basic materials 
from the four comprehension subtests of the Advanced ~ 
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Q.!. ~ Silent Reading Test§. The four alternate compre-
hension passages \olere read on audio-tape by a semi-professional 
announcer. The passages were recorded in continuous fashion, 
each preceded by its appropriate title. The audio-tape 
record of the comprehension material shall hereafter be 
referred to as the "listening comprehenslon material." 
In addition to the 40-test questions obtained from 
the Iowa subtests, ! constructed an additional 75 questions 
which were patterned after the format ot the Iowa subtest 
questions. Fortunately, each comprehension' passage of the 
!2.!! Silent Reading Tests is repeated in the Directed Read-
ing subtest of an alternate fonn of the test. Therefore, 
lFor a complete review of the Advanced Test of the ·· 
Iowa Silent Reading Tests, see: Davis, F. B., and Turnbill. 
W.-W., in o. K. Buros (Ed.) The Third Mental Measurements Y~arbook, Highland Park, N.J::- Rutgers University Press, 
1949. 
tor each subtest, a number ot alternate queet1ione could be 
derived or adapted .from the appropriate Directed Reading 
subteat. 
The instructions to the ~· and the 115 q,ueationa 
were recorded by E on audio-tape. Each question number 
wae announced~ followed by the question and the three poa&i• 
ble alternative a. A ten-second delay preceded the· reading 
of the next complete question. 
-·fhe question numbers and possible alternative answers 
were printed on the pretest form with a space in the margin 
in •hich S could record the letter ottha··answer. ill'hich ":he,~on-
- . 
aidered the correct one. 
ln the actual pretest situation, all §.s Wf!re tested 
in a group. Test.ing commenced at fh4S A.M. and lasted tor 
a duration ot approximately l hr. )0 min.. After 45 min., a 
short break was given in the teating s1 tua.tton. The testing 
seesi.on wae conducted in the school cafeteria. 
At the outset of the pretest• §s were presented with 
the answer aheets which were placed face down in front ot 
them. Ss were instructed to print their nam~, age, and 
-
homeroom nwnber on the back of the answer sheets. 
The tape waa then begun w1th inatruetione to §.e Which 
were as follows: 
You will shortly hear a tape which covers tour 
top.ice. Listen carefully to the tape. \ltben it ie 
finished, you will be tested in order to see how 
much you have learned. Are there any questions? 
(pause) . 
Oan everyone hear me? (pause) 
Aft.er a delay for questions, the taped "listening 
comprehenm. on material" was presented. · Output came trom 
the speaker aystema ot two taape recorders in order to 
assure sufficient level or Yoluoe and clarity. At the 
conclusion or the "listening compreheneion material," the 
following instruct.ions were presented on tape in ordar to 
introduce the pretest. 
---Please do not turn over the answer sheets until 
you are told to do ao. You ldll bear questions 
which you are to answer on the answer aheete. 
Following each question, three possible anavere 
will be given. These three possible answere are 
written on your test aheet next to the question 
number. After each que ation has been read and 
the three poaeible answers have been given. you 
are to place the letter of the answe:r which you 
think 1 s the correct one in the margin next to 
the queat1on nwnber. Please wait until the question 
has been read and all the possible answers have been 
g1 ven before you record your answer. However, 
Dft. WOT our.ss. A portion of the number which you get 
wrong wfil 6e subtracted from the number which you 
answer correctly. Therefore, guessing may actually 
lower your score. If you do not know the anever to 
a question, leave it blank. You 'Will have ten 
seconds in which to answer each question. Are 
there any questions? (paues) 
Now turn your an.st.er sheets over. (pause) 
Listen to the following eample queetion: 'b'hat is 
the basis of sand?' ••• riow, look at the sample 
answers. The aample answers are: (a) soda; (b) silica; (c) load. The correct answer is (b) 
ailica. a.tore the test begins, are there any 
queetione? (pause) 
The test will now begin. Uemetlber, do not guess. 
It you do not know the answer to a question, leav~ 
1 t blank. \fork only on the question which 1 s 
announced and wait until th• question is read and the 
three possible answers have boen given before you 
answer the queet.ion. 
)J 
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Item Analysi&--·An item analysis was then performed on 
the pretest items. An index of item difficulty, P (defined 
as the proportion of ~s passing the item), was computed for 
each item as a rough index of item difficulty. The point-
biserial correlation coefficient between each item and the 
test as a whole was estimated by using an abac presented 
in Guilford (1954, p. 429). The decision to employ the 
point-biserial correlation coefficient was based upon 
Guilford' s suggestion that "the point-biserial .E is the most 
appropriate coefficient of correlation to use for a realis-
tic indication of item-criterion correlation'' (1954, p. · 432) .n 
The items retained from the pretest were those for 
which the point-biserial.r with the entire test equalled 
or exceeded the critical value of .20; (df : 95) for signi-
ficance at the .05 level. A total of 75 items were retained 
in accordance with the above criterion. 
Three alternate forms of a "listening comprehension 
test" were constructed following a scatter diagram technique 
outlined in Guilford (1954, p. 44)). (The proportion 
passing each item and the point-biserial.r of each item 
with the test are given in Table A of Appendix I.) 
The means, mean item-test correlations and esti-
mates of internal-consistency reliabilities of the three 
alternate forms of the "Listening Comprehension Test" 
based on the item pretest sample, are presented in Table I. 
TABLE I 
MEANS, MEAN ITEM TEST r's, AND INTERNAL-
CONSISTENCY RELIABILITIES OF THE THREE AI.TERNATE 
FORMS OF THE "LISTENING COMPREHENSION TESTS" FOR 
_._ THE ITEM PRETEST SAMPLE"l 
Alternate Mean Internal-
Test Item-Test Consistency · 
Form Mean E Reliabilitie s2.;; 
l 12.26 .• 35 .78 
2 12 .• 27 .34 .76 
3 12.27 .JJ .75 
·~Tests were scored without correction for guessing. 
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:'..~~ Computed by Spearman-Brown formula following a procedure 
specified by Guilford (1965, p. 46J). 
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~xpertmen~ 
Subj9cts A total or SJ eigh~h-grade atudenta,trom 
th"ui hcMeroom claseee,currently attending a public junior 
high nchool in the Richmond metropol1t.an area, served as 
§.s in the experiment.. However, due to the abaence of ability 
acorea tor five §.s, they were dropp•d £rom the analysia. 
The means and standard deviations ot va:ious ability teat 
scores for the sample ·are presented in 1ta't>le II. 
f;~at@rl. alB J\bllity te~te scores were obtained from 
tho tiles or the achool eystem. These measures included 
t\10 score& trom the J,1Jt~i-£ntial A.n!f}.tu~ Te@t, Form L,and 
two scores from the Oali£2rnia Teat El. Hontal ~}gtyrlt:f; 
Form JH. The BAtter:ent1!4, A2t-U:.ude 'l'estn had. been ad.mini-
stered to the· §.a in October• 1967, approximately alx months 
prior to the experiment. The C!l,1fornia ~e.&t 9I. r;~aA 
• 
!'fo.turitt hnd be on administered in Gotober • 19'66 (approximately 
18 months before the experi.Mnt was ccnduct,ed). The two 
acoro s taken from the DAT were Verbal Reasoning aubtest 
(VR), and n combined score for Verbal Roaeoning and Numerical 
Aptitude subtest& (VRfNA). 
After a careful review of 4.096 validity coefficients 
presented in the manual for the ih\T • NcHernar (1964) concluded 
that Va is the best single predictor. V'e1"bal Reaoon1ng 1a 
essentially a test of analogies. 'uh~n combinGd in unueishted 
fashion with Numerical Ap~itudo, the composit.e score 11 aervea 
the same purpose as the group t&~t.& or general .ability ••• 
(Cronboch, l96o, p. 271)." 
TABLE .II 
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF ABILITY TEST 
SCORES FOR THE SAfJiPLE IN THE EXPERIMENT 
Test 
Differential Aptitude Test: 
VR (Verbal Reasoning) 
VR /- NA 
California Test of Mental 
Maturity 
Verbal .. IQ 
Total lQ 
Standard 
l•iean Deviation 
20.71 
38.18 
108.2) 
105.80. 
9.0) 
12.96 
12.95 
11.37 
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The test manual gl ves the predict! ve valid! ty or the 
DAT VRfNA with four-year high school grades as .7) for boys 
and .71 ror girls. For a sample of high-school seniors, 
the estimate of construct validity w.1 th the CEEB-SAT-V was 
.70 for boys and .72 tor girls. Construct validity with 
the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale for ages 16·17 was 
given aa .79 (Psychological Corporation, 1958).2 Table III 
presents the means and standard deviations of the DAT VR 
and D,\T--vR,tNA for the national aample of eighth-grade pupils. 
According to the manual for the 196) Revision, the 
California l!!! gt ffiental Jl.aturity wae originally designed 
as a group test or intelligence patterned after the indi-
vidual Stanford-Binet. According to the test manual, the 
correlation between the lanmiage IQ scores and high eahool 
grades 1n science was .60, while the total IQ scores corre-
lated .57 with grades in science. The coefficient or 
co;~ struct validity between the CTMM total IQ scoree and the 
;wechslet InteJ:ligence Scale for Children was given as • 77 
(Cronbach, 1960, p. 116). 
2For a complete review of the Differential Aptitude 
Tests, see: Keats, J. A., in o. K. Buroe (ed.) The Sixth 
Mental Measurements Yearbook, Highland Park, N.J:! Grypbon 
Preas. 1965. 
TABLE III 
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF DIFFERENTIAL 
APTITUDE TEST SCORES FOR THE EIGHTH GRADE 
STUDENTS OF THE NATIONAL SAMPLE* 
Test 
DAT VR 
DAT VR /. NA 
Mean Standard Deviation 
Bors Oirls Bols Girls 
15.7 
29.5 
16.o 
30.5 
8.3 
13.6 
e.o 
* From: Bennett, Seashore, and Wesman, 1952 and 1958. 
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The.current revision or the CT:ll-ft~ utilizes deviation 
IQ's with a mean of 100 and a standard deviation of 16 IQ 
points for each age group.3 
Procedure· All subjects were tested in their natural 
class groups and in a classroom situation. Because all 
materials were presented in the form of tape-recorded in-
structions and mimeographed tests, standardization or test 
administration 1>1as maximized. 
The most salient points of the procedure will first 
be presented as an over-view. ~s were administered the first 
"Listening Comprehension Test" prior to formal exposure to 
the "listening comprehension material." This "Pretest/' 
as it shall hereafter be referred to, was given for purposes 
of obtaining a measure of the amount of relevant knowledge 
which .§.s had prior to the presentation or the "comprehension 
material. n In other words, the "Pretesttt was designed to 
afford a measure of an initial base rate prior to the actual 
learning experience. The "listening comprehension material" 
was then presented, followed by the second alternate form 
of the "Listening Comprehension Test," which shall here-
after be referred to as ''Learning Test I." A second 
3For a complete review of the CTMM, see: Stanley, 
J. c., in o. K. Buros (Ed.) The Sixth Mental ~~asurements 
Yearbook, Highland Park, N.J::- Gryphen Press, 1965. 
presentation of the tape was followed by "Learning Test II" 
(the third alternate form of the "Listening Comprehension 
Test"). 
After a duration of 24 hours, a "Retention Testtt 
(Learning Test II repeated) was administered. The specific 
details of the procedure were as followsz 
At the outset of the experiment, three answer sheets 
were p~aced face down on each ~'s desk. Ss were asked to 
-
print their name, class, and age on the back of the answer 
sheet. The tape was then begun With the following instruc-
tions: 
Please do not turn over the answer sheets until 
you are told to do so. You will shortly hear 25 
questions which you are to answer on the top answer 
sheet. Following each question, three possible 
answers will be given. These possible answers are 
printed on your answer sheet next to the question 
number. 
After each question has been read and the three 
possible answers have been given, you are to put the 
letter of the answer which you think 1 s the correct one 
in the space provided for it next to the question 
number. However, DO NOT GUESSt A portion of the 
number which you get wrong w.1.ll be subtracted from 
the number which you answer correctly. Therefore, 
guessing may actually lower your score. If you do 
not know the answer to a question, leave it blank. 
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Also, work only on the question which is announced, 
do not go back and answer questions which you have 
misSid or which you think you have answered incorrectly. 
When "WOrking on a question, wait until the question 
has been read and the three possible answers to the 
question have been given before you answer the question. 
You will have ten seconds in which to answer each 
question. Are there any questions? (pause} 
How, turn over your answer booklets (pause) • 
Notice the words "Sample Question" on the front of 
the first page. Listen to the sample question. 
'What raw material is mo st often used in the process 
of making glass?' Notice that the possible answers 
given are: (a) rock; (b).iron; (c) sand. The correct 
answer is (c) sand. Place the letter (e) in the 
space provided for it next to the question number 
(pause). 
Do not l«.>rry .if you do not know the answers to 
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the questions. You will shortly have an opportunity 
to_·_learn about the information which the tests cover. 
Before the test begins, are there any questions (pause)? 
The test will now begin. Remember, do not guess. 
Work only on the question which is announced and wait 
until the question has been read and all of the possi-
ble answers have been given before you answer the 
question. · 
Now open your answer booklets to the first test. 
At the top of the page, the words 'Test 2' should be 
printed. Does everyone have Test 2 (pause)? 
The test proceeded. Each question number was armounced. 
The question was then read followed by the possible alterna-
tives. Before the beginning of the next question, a 10-
second interval was allowed. 
Following the Pretest, instructions were given con-
cerning the »comprehension material." 
You will now hear passages about glass, rubber, 
cork, and iron. Listen carefully. After you have 
heard these passages, you will be tested to see how 
much you have learned. Are there any questions 
(pause)? 
The taped "comprehension material n was then presented 
followed by "Learning Test I." The following instructions 
were presented for "Learning Test I»: 
Now, you will be tested to see how much you have 
learned. Each question will be gi:ven as before. 
Remember, 00 NOT GUESSt Work only on the question 
which is announced and wait until the question has 
been read and the three possible answers have been 
given before you answer the question. Turn to the 
second test. At the top 'Test Y' should be printed. 
Does everyone have 'Test Y' (pause)? · 
Are there any questions? 
A 5-minute rest followed "Learning Test l" during 
which .§.s were permitted to be excused from the room • 
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. A second presentation of the tape was preceded by the 
following instruction. 
You will again hear the three passages. Listen 
carefully. When the tape is finished, you will be· 
tested to see how much you have learned. Are there 
any quest ions? 
Immediately following the second presentation of the 
tape, "Learning Test II" was administered, preceded by the 
following instructions: 
You will now be tested to see how much you have 
learned. Remember, DO NOT GUESS1 Work only on the 
question which is announced and wait until the 
queetion and all possible answers have been given 
before you answer the question. Now turn to the 
third test. At the top of the test. the words "Test 
xr should appear. Does everyone have 'Test xr:-z 
Are there any questions? 
"Learning Test II" proceeded as the previous learning 
test. At the conclusion of "Learning Test II," the follow-
ing announcement was presented on the tape; 
The test is now complete. Thank you for your 
cooperation. Please do not discuss the test with 
each other or with your friends in other classes. 
After a 24-hour interval, .§s were administered the 
11Retention Test" ("Learning Test II repeated"). The follow-
ing instructions preceded the test: 
You will be tested as before on the material which 
you heard. Remember, DO NOT GUESS? Work only on 
the question which is announced and wait until the 
question is read and all possible answers are given 
before you answer the question. 
At the conclusion of the "Retention Test," the §.s 
were again requested not to discuss the test. 
A transcript of the three alternate forms of the 
"Listening Comprehension Test" may be foU.nd in Appendix II. 
With each test is an example of the answer sheet for that test. 
Analrsis of the Data- ·With the exception of a few 
minor computations. the analysis of the data, including 
scoring of the tests, was accomplished with the aid of an 
I.B.M. 1620 computer. Program number 6.0.148, a "Single and 
Multiple Linear Regression Analysis Program" from the 1620 
General Program Library, was employed in the analysis. A 
brief description of the program may be found in Appendix 
III-A. All other programs employed in the analysis of the 
data were written by §. in Fortran IV. A listing of the 
titles of the programs written by! may be found in Appendix 
II-B. 
Scoring of Items -A crucial variable in experiments 
measuring gain in performance is the relative difficulty of 
items measuring gain. Unless all items are equal in diffi-
culty, gain may become more difficult at higher levels of 
4, 
performance• e:Lnce pre1Umabl7 only more difficult 1tos 
remain on which to make gain. If all 1 tems are given a 
acore ot l or o, persona beginning at higher levels or per-
formance may be ditterentially d1 aadvantaged by having to 
make gains on more d1ttteult i tema. In the present inves-
tigation, there was a potential built-in cont,i-ol tor differ-
ential item dlffioulty. The control was derived from the 
pretest of the items. The number or §.• in the item preteat 
eample who ans\ifered an item. incorrectly (here, no reaponee 
i a considered an incorrect response} was taken as a measure 
ot tbe relative difficulty ot each. item. In scoring the 
.. Listening Comprehension Teets," items were weighted by the 
number ct Sa who answered the item incorrectly in the item 
-
pretest aample. 
In scoring the tests, t.he conventional formula tor 
correction tor guessing, "Right minus Wrong" (Cronbach, 
n-l 
1960, p. SO}, was employed. J'.n the context or the present 
investigation, the formula becomes "Weighted Rights minus 
>}9ighted .wrongs. n 
n-1 
~eg1ur•! or Gai~ 
Several m.eaaures ot gain were employed in computing 
g&i n in performance on the "Listening Comprehension Testa." 
Theee include: 
1. Absotute gain Defined as the arithmetic differ-
ence between final performance and initial performance. 
Ab11elute gain is probably the least sensitive or the measurea 
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of gain employed since it does not take into account differ-
ences in initial status. 
2. Proportion of possible gain· defined as the 
ratio of absolute gain to possible gain (maximum possible 
score minus initial so ore). Proportion of possible gain 
should compensate for any ceiling effects present by afford-
ing a statistical advantage to ~s who begin at a higher 
level of performance. Such individuals presumably have less 
remaining potential gain. 
3. Residual gain· defined as that portion of the 
measure or final performance which is statistically inde-
pendent of initial status lWardrop and DuBois, 1965). 
Residual gain is computed as the difference between the 
final score which is achieved and the final score predicted 
from actual initial score. In the computation of residual 
gain, a regression equation based on the correlation between 
initial and final scores is derived. From the equation, 
each ~'s predicted final score is computed· from his initial 
score. His residual gain is then the difference ·between 
his predicted final and actual final scores, as previously 
stated. Residual gain is perhaps the most sensitive or 
the gain measures. Wardrop and DuBois state that "it 
(residual gain) offers the advantages or consistency, 
adaptability, and statistical logic ••• ,. (1965, p • .327)." 
C HAfTEii Ill 
THE RESULTS 
The means and atandard deviations or the weighted 
"Listening ComprehenBion Testa" (LCT) Scores are presented 
in Table IV. The mean weighted scores or the "Listening 
Comprehension Tests1,are presented graphieally in Figure 1. 
Results of a single cla&sification analysis or variance 
for repeated measures (see Table V) revealed a .significant 
difference between the mean weighted "LCT" scores (F (4,76) : 
95.)2, P < .Ol). A Duncan analysis revealed that the mean 
score or the "Preteet" waa signif'icantly (P < .Ol) below the 
means of the other three ttListening Comprehension Teata.• 
However, the differences between the mean scores ot the 
other three tests (i.e., "Leaniing Test I," ntearning Test 
II, tt "Retention Teett•) did not reach statistical signiticance 
(P ~ .os). The preceding results of the analysil.' or variance 
and the Duncan test may be interpreted with caution in that 
·mean scores are· based on alternate teat terms. 
TABLE IV 
THE MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF THE WEIGHTED 
"LISTENING COMPREHENSION TESTsn .. SCORES 
Standard 
Test Mean Deviation 
Pretest 55.05 150.70 
Learning Test I 433.33 24;.63 
Learning Test II 464.74 291.91 
Retention 'rest 473.73 292.76 
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49 
500 
200 
100 
Pretest Learning Test I Learning Test II Retention 
Figure 1. · Mean Weighted Scores on the "Liatem.ng Comprehension 
Tests" 
TABLE V 
SINGLE CLASSIFICATION ANALYSIS OF1VARIANCE (REPEATED MEASURES) BETWEEN LOG TRANSFORMED WEIGHTED SCORES 
ON THE "LISTENING COMPREHENSION TESTS" 
Source s.s. d.f. M.S. F 
Between people J.l 76 
Within people ;.6 2)1 
Tests 3.14 3 1.04 95.32** 
Residual 2.5 226 .011 
** F.99 (3,228) = 3.88 
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1 Scores were transformed to logs to the base 10 in order 
to satisfy the assumption of homogeneity of variance. 
TABLE VI 
DUNCAN PROCEDURE FOR TESTING DIFFERENCES BETWEEN LOG 
TRANSFORMED Y.JEIGHTED 'rorrAL SCORES ON THE 
"LISTENING COMPRE;HENSION TEST" 
-
- -
Learning Learning 
Pretest Test I Test II Retention 
Ordered Totals (1) (2) (J) (4) 
210.03 227.45 22a.06 228.41 
Critical Values (5%): 2.60 2.74 2.83 
(1%): ).46 3.61 J.71 
Ordered Differences (2) ( .3) (4) 
(1) *17.43 *18.03 *18.JS 
(2) .61 .96 
(J) .35 
* p <.05 
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CTl'™-L 
CTNIM-TOT 
DAT-VR 
DAT-VR f NA 
PT 
LTI 
LTII 
RT 
Gain 1 
Gain 2 
TABLE VII 
GUIDE TO ABBREVIATIONS USED 
Language IQ score .from the California Test of Mentaf MaturitI• 
Total IQ score from the California Test of Mental Maturity. 
Verbal Reasoning subtest score from the Differential Aptitude Tests. 
Score composed of unweighted combination of Verbal Reasoning and 
Numeric<,Ability subtest scores o:f the Differential Aptitude Tests. 
"Pretesttt score (alternate form number 1 of the "Listening 
Comprehension Test"). 
Score on "Learning Test !'1 (alternate form number 2 of the 
"Listening Comprehension Test't. 
Score on "Lean:iing Test II" (alternate form number 3 of the "Listen-
ing Comprehension Test n}. 
"Retention Testn score (alternate form number 3 of the "Listening 
Comprehensl.on Test" repeated}. 
Gain in performance on the "Listening Comprehension Test tt which 
occurred with the first presentation of the "comprehension material" (i.e., LTI - PT). 
Gain in performance on the "Listening Comprehension Test" which 
occurred with the second presentation of the "comprehension 
material" (i.e., LTII - LTI). 
(cont'd.) 
Gain l I- 2 
Gain 4 
Gain 5 
TABLE VII (cont'd.) 
Total gain in performance on the "Listeni,ng Comprehension Test" 
with· both presentations of the "comprehension materialtt (i.e., LTII - PT). 
Amount of total gain which was retained over a 24-hour period 
(i.e. , RT - FT) • . 
Amount or Qain 2 "which was retained over a 24-hour period (i.e., RT - LTI) .. 
;4 
Coefficients of Correlation Between Teet Scores 
Table VIII presente the coefticiente er correlation 
between the weighted raw test scores on the ttL1etening Com-
prehenal cn Teats," and between these scores and measures of 
ability. All teats of statistical significance in thie 
and eubaequttnt sections ot the analysis "" performed at 
the .os level ot a1gn1ficance. 
Several correlation coef.ficiente ahould be noted. 
First, none ot the coett1c1ents of correlation between the 
ecoree on the "ilreteet" and the other "Listening Coiaprehension 
Testa" (LCT) differed significantly trom .oo. further, none 
or the £' e between the "Pretest" and the measures or ability 
were statistically td.gnificant. 
However, the remaining 1.CT teat acorea correlated 
81gn1£1cantly with each other and wt tb mea&Ures or ability. 
For example, LTl (~teaming Test l") correlated .67 'With 
LTII. Similarly• the coefficient of correlation between 
LTl eooree and scorea on the DAT-VR waa • S9. Thia latter 
measure may be taken as an estimate ot the construct validity 
of LTI with the DAT-VR, for the sample employttd. Other 
estimates ot construct validity or LTI were: .49 with the 
CTMM-L, and .61 with the DAT-Vfi,lNA. For "Leaming Test II,*' 
estimates of conatnJct validity werei .60 with the DAT-VR; 
• Sl with the CTMM-L; and .62 with th• DAT-VRJra. For the 
"Retention Teet" (Learning Test II repeated atter a 24-hour 
interval)• the estimates ot construct validity were: .48 \dtb 
the DAT ... VR; .44 w1 th t,;he CTM.M-L; and .48 w1 th the DAT-VR/NA. 
TABLE VIII 
7 X 7 INTERCORRELATION MATRIX FOR RAW TEST SCORES ( N : 77) 
PT LTI LTII RT (1) ( 2) (J) {4} 
PT(l) 1.00* .09 .17 .12 
LTI(2) 1.00* .67* .61* 
LTII()) 1.00* .84* 
RT(4) 1.00* 
DAT-VR( 5) 
CTMM-L(6) 
DAT-VR /. NA(?) 
1See Table VII for listing of abbreviations. 
* P< .05 
DAT-VR CTMM-L DAT-VR f NA1 
( 5) (6) (7) 
-.10 -.17 .03 
.59* .47* .61* 
.60* .51* .62* 
.48* .44* .48* 
1.00* .?S* .91* 
1.00* .?J* 
1.00* 
S6 
For the sample employed, the estimated construct 
validities ot the CTMlo!-L were .75 with the DAT-VR, and .73 
'td th the DAT-VR,lMA. In addition, the estimate of construct 
validity or the C?iui.r-TOT with the DAT-VR,INA, tor the sample 
teated, was .60 (see Table XI}. 
The teat•retest reliability ot "Learning Teat Il"' 
may be estimated by the correlation between acoree on the 
first .administration or the test and ecores on the test 
ada1nietered after a 24-hour delay (othendee termed the 
"Retention Teat."). The coefficient or correlation was .84. 
Coeff\eient@ of Correl1tion between the Mea19,res or Gaiq 
Table 11 presents the intercorrelationa betlrfeen 
two meaeurea of gain for the thAe methods ot computing 
gain.· It should be noted that Subject 148 bad been dropped 
in computing Proportion or Possible Gain because the compu-
tation ot that measure or gain was impossible tor his raw 
acorea due to the occurrence ot a zero in the denominator ot 
the computational toriaula. For purposea of eomparieon 
between mea$lre& ot gain variously computed, Subject 1146 
was dropped throughout the analysis. 
From Table IX, it may be seen that corresponding 
aeaauree or gain tor the t,hree methods ot computing gain 
correlated quite substantially• For example, Absolute 
Oaln l correlated • 96 w1 th f;roportion or Possible Gain l, 
and .87 ~th Reeidual Gain l. 
TABLE IX 
INTERCORRELATIONS BETWEEN l~ASURES OF GAIN (N : 76) 
Absolute Gain 
I. ' i . 
~ "' ; 
(2) 
Proportional Gain 
(1) 
(2) 
Residual Gain 
(1) 
(2) 
* P<.05. 
Absolute Gain 
(1) (2 l 
1.00* .... 22 
1.00* 
Proportional Gain 
(1) (2) 
.96* 
-.20 
1.00* 
-.24* 
.92* 
-.22 
Residual Gain 
(1) "(2) 
.87* 
-.16 
.90* 
-.21 
-.04 
.97* 
.02 
.88* 
lt is or apecial interest that none ot the coefficlenta 
of correlation between Gain l and Gain 2 • for the three 
methods of computing gain, were positive and significant. 
Botb positive and substantial correlation coefticienta 
between Gain l and Oain 2 are a neceaaary cond1 t1cn tor 
the demonstration of the reliability ot gain measures 
timployed. Almost the reverse of th1a condition waa in tact 
the c••· All of the coefficients were negative, though 
none within any one measure or computing gain were satis-
tically sign1t1cant at the .OS level. 
Coetftci~gts ot O~trelatioq ,tor Weight!d AbsolU£! Gtin 
The correlation coett1c1enta between weighted abeo• 
lute gain scores and ability measures are presented in 
Table I. A persistent pattern prevails thr~ughout. When• 
ever the measure of absolute gain was calculated wt th the 
ecore on the '*Pretest" as the initial score (1.e., Gain l, 
Gain ) , Gain 4),. the coetficienta between the measure ot 
gain and ability t&st scores waa positive and aignitioant 
at the .05 level. For example, Gun 1 ("Learning Teet 1" -
'-f'reteat") correlated • 58 with the. DAT-VR, .49 with the 
CTMM-L, .56 with the DAT-VRfNA, and .)8 with the CTM.M-TOT. 
However, t1henever tbe measure of gain wae calculated with 
•Leaming Test I" ae the initial ecore, the coefficient 
of correlation did not reach atatist1cal eignit1cance at 
.OS level. For example, Gain 2 correlated .13 'With 
TABLE X 
9 X 9 INTERCORRELATION MATRIX FOR ~JEIGHTED.ABSOLUTE GAIN (N : 77) 
Gain 1 Gain 2 Gain lf2 Gain 4 Gain 5 DAT-VR CTMM-1 DAT VRfNA 
~l) 12i ~Jl ( !t l i2> ~ 6} ~Z) ~g l 
Gain l (l} 1.00* -.27* .71*1 ~* -.28* .58* .49* .56* 
Gain 2 (2) 1.00* ~ . .:..l!.t.* .J.i* .13 .15 .14 
Gain lf2 (3) 1.00* .86* 
~
.30* .62* .62>:C .6o* 
Gain 4 (I+) 1.00* .52* .50* .48* .46* 
Gain 5 . ( 5) l.00* -.23 .06 .04 
DAT-VR (6) 1.00* .15* 
.:.2£* 
CTMM-L (7) 1.00* .?J* 
DAT-VRfNA (8) 1.00* 
CTMM-TOT (9) 
* P<.05. 
1 Underlined coefficients of correlation measure part whole relations and, thus, 
are probably spuriously high. 
CTil.M-TOT 
~2l 
.38* 
.05 
.35* 
.,31* 
-.03 
.60* 
.:211* 
.60• 
1.00* 
the DAT-VR• .15 with the CTMM-L, .14 with the DAT-VRfNA, 
and .05 with the CTl~!-TOT. 
Gain 4 was calculated as a measure of the amount of 
gain maintained over a 24-hour period (1.e., "Retention 
Test "-nPretest"). In all cases the correlation between Gain 
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4 ·and the measures of ability wa,s less than the correlation 
betweeh Gain l f 2 (immediate total gain) and ability measures. 
'' 
Coefficients of Correlation for Proportion of Possible Gain 
Subject number 48 was dropped from the calculation of 
Prep:(!oportion or Possible Gain scores and from the subsequent 
analysis because computation of the measures or gain were 
not possible r~r this subject as previously noted. 
The correlation coefficients between the measures of 
Proportion of Possible Gain, and between those measures and 
ability test scores are presented in Table XI. As may be 
seen, the general pattern of the coefficients corresponds 
to that found for Absolute Gain. Whenever Proportion of 
Possible· Gain was computed with the "Pretest" score taken 
as the initial score, the relationship with ability measures 
was positive, significant and moderate to high. For example, 
Gain l correlated .52 with the DAT-VR, .47 with the CTMM-L, 
• 56 with the DAT-VRfNA t and • .38 with the CTMM-TO T • On the 
other handt whenever Proportion of Possible Gain was com-
puted with the scores on "Learning Test l" as the initial 
scores, the relation between the various measures of gain 
TABLE XI 
9 X 9 INTERCORRELATION MATRIX FOR LOG TRANSFORMED 
. PROPORTION OF POSSIBLE GAIN ( N : 7r>) 2 
Gain 1 Gain 2 Gain lf2 Gain 4 Gain 5 DAT-VR CTMM-L DAT-VRfNA CTMM-TOT 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 
--=-., .. 
Gain l (1) 1.00* -.22 .:.§2*3 .66* -.23 .52* .47* .56* .38* 
Gain 2 (2) 1.00* .44* .30* ill* .13 .14 .12 .05 
Gain lf 2( 3) 1.00* .gl* .26* .59* .51* .58* .32* 
Gain 4 (4) 1.00* &* .44* .40* .41* .25* 
Gain 5 ( 5} 1.00* -.03 .04 .05 -.03 
DAT-VR (6) 1.00* .75* 
..:.2!* .61~ 
CTMM-L ( 7) 1.00* 
.::Jj,,* 
-
DAT-VRf (8) NA 1.00* 
-
CTMM-TOT (9} 1.00* 
1The proportions were transformed to logarithmic values to the base 10 in order to 
normalize the distribution. 
2subject 48 was dropped from the analysis (see text). 
3Part whole correlation coefficients are underlined. ~ 
* P<.05. 
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did not ditter significantly trotn .oo (P>.05). For example, 
Cain 2 correlated .1) td. th the DAT-VR, .14 with the CTJ!L"l.-L, 
.12 with DAT-VR,lNA, and .05 with CTMM-TOT. 
Again Gain 4 (maintenance ot t.o~al ·immediate gun over 
a 24-hour period) correlated w1 th ability m.eaaur•• conai a-
tently lower than did either Gain 3 or Gain l (immediate 
measures of gain with the "Pretest" taken as the initial 
score) .• 
poetf1ci1~ts of Oorrelat&on tot Reed.qu.J!l Gt'Qn 
Aa pointed out .earlier, nud.dual. gain ls the moat 
sensitive or the three measures of gain which were employed. 
?able XII presents the coetticients ot correlation for the 
reaidual g&J,n scores. It ta apparent trom Table 111 that the 
correlation coett1c1en.t between Gain l (gain with first pre• 
aentation or "comprehension rnat•rial") and Oain 2 (gain tilth 
second presentation ot the "comprehension material») did not 
differ e1gn.1f1cantly trom .oo (~.,...0.5). A positive and signi-
ficant correlation between 'these two meaaures or gain ia • 
necoseary condition !or demoll8trat1ng reliability or gains. 
However, the correlation between Residual Gain l (gain with 
first presen.tat1on of the tape) and Residual Gain 1/.2 (gain 
with both presentations ot the tape) waa • 74 when computed by 
'the formula tor determining the correlation ot · parta '1d. th 
whol••··(see Guilford. 1965, p. 351). Ua1n,g the .ea•,formula, 
the correlation between ReaJ.dual Gain 2 {gain with the second 
preaentation or th• t,cape) and Residual Gain ll-2 (gain with both 
TABLE XII 
9 X 9 IN'l1ERGORRELATION MATRIX FOR RESIDUAL GAIN {N : 77) 
Gain l Gain 2 Gain lf2 Gain 4 Gain 5 DAT.:..VR,.·. QTMM.;.L .. -DAT-VR/NA (l) ~2) <:H H1:l i2l ( 6l ~72 l8) 
Gain 1 (1) l.00 -.01 .66*1 .61* -.01 .61* .48* .61* 
- -
Gain 2 (2) 1.00* 
.:Il* .:.21.* .=1.1:±*· .27* .27* .28* 
Gain 1 /. 2(3) 1.00* 
..J!!t.* .t.!i!t.* .6)* .• 54* .70* 
Gain 4 (4) 1.00* .79* .50* .46* .49* 
· Gain 5 ( 5) 1.00* .1; .20 .16 
i>AT~VR (6) 1.00* .15* .91* 
-
CTiVi.M-L (7) 1.00* .73* 
DAT-VRfNA (8) 1.00* 
CTMM-TOT {9) 
lunderlined coefficients of correlation indicate part-whole relationships. 
* P<.0.5. 
CTMM-TOT 
~ 2l 
.42* 
.10 
.• )6* 
.• J)* 
.09 
.61* 
.:.11* 
.60* 
l.OO* 
preeentationa or th• tape) was found to be .66. Thua, the 
ti.rat and second measure ot reeidual gain did not correlate 
81.gnificantly tdth each other, ·whereas, both moaeurea or 
reaidual gain correlated appreciably w1 th total immediate 
gain (Residual Gain lt2) or which each was a part. 
Aa With the corresponding measures of abaolute gain 
and proportion or possible gain, Raaidual Gain l and Resi-
dual Gain l,£2 correlated poaitlvely and genorally appre-
ciably with the meaaurea of ability. For example, Resi-
dual Gain l correlated .61 with the DAT-VR, .48 with the 
CTMM•L, .61 1d th the DAT-VR,lNA scores, and .42 with the 
CT1'U4-TCtr. ~'hen residual galn was the mea8Uro or gain 
employed, correlation coetticiente between Gain l and ability 
aseasurea were generally higher than when Gain 1 waa computed 
aa absolute or proporttion of poesible gain. Ae previously 
mentioned. this 1 s to be expected in that reeidual gain 1 a 
the moat sensitive .or the measures or gain. 
Table III aleo reveals that the correlation coetr1-
c1ents between Residual Gain 2 and the Gleaeu.rea of ability 
were statistically significant (P<.OS) with the exception 
ot the correlation or Residual Gain 2 with the CTMJ~·TOT. 
lieeidual Gain 2 correlated .27 with the DAT-VR, .27 w1 th 
the C'nUvi-L, and .28 with the DAT-VRfNA scores. However, 
the correlation between Residual Gain 2 and the CTMM-TOT 
waa .10 (P > .05). 
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As might be expected, when Gain l and Gain 2 'were 
combined in an unweighted fashion (Gain lf2, or total 
immediate residual gain), the correlations between this 
latter measure of gain and measures o£ ability, with the 
exception of the correlation w1 th the CTMM-TOT 1 were higher 
than the correlations of either components of this measure 
of gain with the ability scores. Gain lf2 correlated .61 
with the DAT-VR, .48 with the CTMM-L, .61 with the DAT-
VRfNA, and • 42 with the CTMM-TOT. 
Moreover, when Residual Gain l and Residual· Gain 2 
were combined in multiple regression. analysis with ability 
measures as criterion variables (see Table llII), the multi-
ple correlation coefficients·;·.'tlere: .67 with the DAT-VR; 
.55 with the CTMM-t; .68 with the DAT-VRfNA; and .43 with 
the CTMM-TOT. 
As was the case with previous methods of computing 
gains, the coefficients or correlation between Residual 
Gain 4 (a measure of maintanance of gain over a 24-hour 
period) and measures or ability were consistently lower 
than the relation between either corresponding measure of 
immediate gain (Gain l and Gain lt2) and ability measures. 
Likewise• Residual Gain 5, which measured the maintenance~i 
ot Gain 2 over a 24-hour period, correlated consist~ntly 
snaller with ability measures than did Gain 2. 
TABLE XIII 
MULTIPLE CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS BET\VEEN RESIDUAL 
GAIN l AND RESIDUAL GAIN 2 COHSIDERED AS PREDICTORS, 
AND MEASURES OF ABILITY AS THE CRITERION 
Ability Multiple Standard 
Score Correla ti on Standard Error of (Y) Coefficients Error of'R the Estimate 
DAT-VR .67 .06 6.66 
CTMM-L .55 .oa . 13.04 
DAT-VRfNA .68 .06 13.04 
. CTMM·TOT • 43 .09 11.44' 
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CHAPTER IV 
?HE DI$USSIOH 
One or the goals e$tabliahed for the present atudy 
wae that the sample employed be as hetergeneouo as poaelble 
relative to meaaured abilit7. Ev1dencs for the acbiev.ment 
or this goal may be deri vcd trom Table II. It may be seen 
that the standard deviation or ability test acorea or the 
present sample rather closely corresponded to the ata.~dard 
deviation or the national emmplea aa reported in the C!lt-
r2rnia !!!&~ 2( f1!l'l~.\l;i. .M9turi.~z .. nd, ~?ifferential_ ~;et1£ud~ 
Tests. 
A second goal wae that the le~mirig task employed 
be sutficiently complex to avoid ceiling ef'tecte otten 
preeent. in simple tasks. Evidence that thia goal was 
achieved may be derived from the fact that only one subject 
achieved a perfect score on any of the "Listening Compre-
hension Tests. tt Further, the "Listening Comprehenaion 
Test&" and the *"eomprehen&ion material" wre baeed on 
materials from th• Advancfd Te1~ 2! ~ Jowa Siltnt 
Reading Test. l'his test is appropriate tor grades nine 
through college. Subjects in the sample employed were in 
the last month of the eighth grade. Therefore, it does not 
seem likely that the learning task suffered from ceiling 
effects due to simplicity of the taek. Another type of ceil-
ing ef'fect may have operated, however. The analysis ot the 
differences between mean scores on the "Listening Gomprehen-
eion T~Bts" indicated that the mean score on ~earning Teat 
II» did not differ significantly from the mean ecore on 
"Learning Test I." Thus, the averag., Oain 2 did not ditfer 
aignificantly trora zero. Oonsidering only the mean Gain 2, 
one is perhaps led to conclude that subjects reached a prac· 
tical ceiling perhaps in the term or a plateau, or that they 
gained about as much as they were going to with the firat 
presentation ot the ttcomprehension material tt and that the 
second pr~eentat1on or the ttcomprehension material" had 
little or no effect upon learning. 
However, considering the si2e ol the standard devia-
tion, a second interpretation seema tenable. Part of the 
group of subjects may have continued to gain with the eeconct 
presentation of the "comprehension material," whereas, the 
remainder or the subjects either failed to gain or lost in 
performance on "Learning Test Ir.n Such a situation might 
result it "Learning Teet litt were more difficult than 
"Learning 'I'eat I. tt In auch a case, enall actual gai na in 
learning would be counteracted by increased difficulty of 
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the test and computed gain acoree tor theae aubjeota would 
be negativ•. Two sources ot evidence caat doubt upon this 
second interpretation. The mean acorea on "Learning T~u.st I• 
and ntearning Teet ll" tor the Item Preteat sample were equi-
valent. Also. Residual Gain l and Reaidual Dain 2 cornlated 
-.01 'With each other though both correlated a1gn1ticantly with 
abill ty measures. 
_-A. third interpretation 18 cautiously presented aa the 
moat t.enable. It ia auggeeted that the length ot th• exper.l-
mental eeatd.on and tactora of attention and tatigue contri-. 
buted to the variance or Gain 2. Thus, while some "peraiaterit •• 
.subject a continued to gain ~n p•rfortlance on "Learning Test 
II•" others may have demonstrated no gains or •negative• 
gains in performance due to factors not directly related to 
learning. ?hie interpretation la given credence by th• pay-
ohological "u.niqueneee* or Gain l and Gain 2. 
The above interpretation ia adlft1ttedlf more apecula- · 
tion than it is a conclusion based directly on the results 
ot the preaent study. However, several writers (French, 
19S8; Hall• 1936; Hayes. 1962) have euggeeted th.at peraonality 
attributes &tteh as motivational factors, ehould be 1ncluded 
1n the realm of that which we term intelligent behavior. 
It would be ot interest to investigate the relation between 
Gain l and Gain 2, and measures ot attributes aucb aa 
motivation and persistence. 
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Before considering implications of the relation between 
gain scores and measures of ability, it is perhaps advisable 
to consider a possible limitation bearing upon any conclu-.. 
sions llhich may be drawn .from the present study. 'lhati ·\1t$·ilf:a• 
tion centers around the correlation coefficients between the 
"Pretestn and the other "Listening Comprehension Teats," 
and between the "Pretest" and the measures of ability. The 
"Pretes_t« was originally designed to measure the amount of 
in.formation directly relating to the "listening comprehension 
material" which the subject brought with him to the experi• 
mental 'situation. In other words, the purpose of the "Pre-
test" was to establish a base measure for calculating certain 
measures of gain. It would seem reasonable that subjects 
should differ in their general knowledge concerning the pro-
cessing and manufacture of glass, rubber, cork and iron. 
We might, therefore, expect scores on a test designed to 
measure such general knowledge to correlate significantly 
with measures ot ability and with tests administered. after 
comprehension materials were presented. We might also 
expect the average score on such a pretest to be signifi-
cantly greater than zero. Neither of these conditions held 
true in the present study. 
On the other hand, the information presented in the 
"comprehension material" and the questions presented in, the 
"Listening Comprehension Tests" were specific in nature. and 
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were based on t,b• Aavaactd Fszi;J.!l . ~r the Iowa Si2-!nt Jtea!U:ng 
Teat. . Although, we may expect •t least some individuals to 
poe1eas previoua general knowledge relevant to the topic• 
covered, few, it any. elghth•grade:rs would be expected to 
have the necesaarr epeoitic information at band in ord•r to 
answer the specific queetione presented on 'h• "P .. neat." 
Following t.his line ot reaeontng, w• WIC>Uld no• flXpect the 
"Pr4lte_et" to correlate signit1cantlf ld. t b •1 ther later 
"Listening Comprehension Teats" or meatures ot ability. 
Of the three meaeuree of gain employed in the preaent 
study, it ne expected tba't reeidu.al gun -.ould be the most 
aenaltive. Reeidual gain measures that portion of final 
atatua which 1s atatiatically independent of 1n1t1al atatue. 
lt the relative eenaitiv·ity of tbe mea1t.tree of gain may be 
judged by the magnitude of the correlation coettieient1 
between measures of gain and ability, then 1t ma,. be con• 
eluded that residual gain wa• the r;oat seneltive measure 
employed. 
It waa somewhat aurprising that, judged bJ the above 
criterion, proportion ot possible gain was not a more eenei• 
tive measure than the #cruder" measure of abeolute gain. 
However, proportion ot poes1 ble gain is generally a aena1-
ti ve measure of gain when the task employed ie siaple and 
suffers from nceiling" effects. Aa previoual.7 di acuaeed, 
thie was probably not the case ift the pre1ent study. 
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Throughout the remainder ot the diacu.eaion, primary 
con8iderat1on will be given to meaa\tree ot residual gain at 
they relate to measured abilities. It ie ft.rat not•~rthy 
that Residual Gain I col'Tela•ed appreciably wltb ability 
teat accree. In fact, whenever the measure of gain included 
this initial gain and wae, ~hue, calcqlated with the ttfre-
teet" score taken as the initial acor•• the correlation 'With 
abili t;y measures wa• sigrtiticant and gonemly fairly high. 
Whereas, whenever measures of residual gain did not include 
the •Pretest" ecore aa the initial score, the correlation 
. between measu:ted gain waa either non-sign!.f'icant or eo 
eligbt that only a limited portion or the total variance of the 
ability measure could be accounted for by the gain mealAU'e. 
On the one hand, it eould be argued that the *Preteet" 
was not effective in measuring the amount ot pertinent pre-
vious information which eubjects had and that Residual Gain 
I waa not a true or pure measure ot gain, but reflected 
previous experience and was, thus, partially a measure ot 
achievement. Ae previously discussed, the spec1tic nature 
ot the "comprehension material" and the questions on the 
tttiatening Comprehension Tests" would make th• extent to 
which the test might reflect previoua experience at least 
queationable. Aleo, it ia doubtful that any of the sub-
ject a had prenous exposure to the Advancesg Form ot the lowp. 
m,lom; fiftA¢lDI Tt§t since the subjects had. not yet ent•r•d 
"th• nlntb grad• •nd tbe '•at la a~proprlat• tor· gradea otne 
'~"Uf!tl't college. 
On th• other- ba11d, 1' may 1M "tu&' tndiv1dllalo leam 
moGtt \d.th the first· preaentatilon ot ocapretttuusloa t»• 
•aterial. Th• •·•~1""1Al lo nev •nd p•r~• baa a certaf.t'l 
int•r•ft ap,,eel. tilth wbatu1.m1n1 pr•a1entat4.ona et the 
u• •aerial , 11'1t·l• n•w ldnd.ng ••f 1••1'1111J ocow. 
A h:rpoiheei• of "uaetul1uus&" ot t11torma,1oa ta&J' k tor ... 
,,...d•d• Wt't-h any ooepmea:ud.oa. ftterl.al, __. ld(lrutf.cn 
co~atned 111 the aa\eri-1 may be ••1.4 '° be •ct•fu1•" 
whereas, other:- tntotm.a't1on .. ,. be J.tged '° be tri•l~. 
,, 
IA t.•8'• ot ooaprettflctti'!ln, :at> lea• son quest!oaa 
•• probably ra\her mv1a.1 in u1un. Thu•, • atlecttf.11e· 
leamtng ,roe••• •1 oecur. lt uy bo tba't .oat. 1nd1'fidwala 
•"tend to 1nd ~e\udn ftugef\ll. ft 1ato~~ion, and lo ea ""1.Mf\.11 • 
1nfor1MUoa i 1 loamed and r•~aiud 1•14.ntally w aot. at 
all. tollo'td.ng \bl• ltae or ap.eculatton, lt 1• conoe1 Yable 
t.na• in. majo.,ity ot •••1\ll tl\tomation 1• lea.-ned. w1 \b t.be 
t.t.rn pf'•nntat1on ot cotaJ>t'1tMM1on u\er-iale end au'bt&qwuit 
prooentati.one "'°lt 1n llt~l• gdn 1n pertomiu1oe oa th• 
eoaprehenaon t•~• dace lS.t~l• ~uaoM • iuformaUon ia 
ltttr. 
Anctber ot "t:• orlgiul pala of t,b• preseni e&l&dy wa• 
to _.a1ure tbe rcd.ation b•tween .r1t:htt1vtr1J permacent gain 
ond meae.ire• of abtlit7. I' ••• reaaoa.d 'h•' alihoqb 
more "intelligenttt persons might not be superior in making 
immediate gains• they might assimilate new information. into 
their total repertoire of knowledge more efficiently and 
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retain gains made more effectively than would less "intelli-
gent" persons. In the present study, relative permanent 
gains were measured by Gain 4 and Gain 5. However, the 
magnitude of the corx-elations between these measures of 
gain ~nd ability was generally smaller than was the magnitude 
of the corr~lations between corresponding measures ot imme-
diate gains and ability. Based on these results, it could 
be concluded that, in the present study, measures of rela-
tively permanent gains were not more effective than measures 
of immediate gains in discriminating between levels of 
measured intellectual ability. The generality of this con-
clusion is limited by the fact that the "Retention Test" 
was given 24 hours after the last "Listening Comprehension 
Testtt and, due to ·practical limitations of the item pool, the 
"Retention Test n was actually the last "Listening Comprehension 
Test" repeated. The relatively short duration of the interval 
between administrations of the test makes the extent to which 
even relatively permanent gain was measured questionable. 
As pointed out in the introductory section, a persis-
tent problem in investigations involving measures or gains 
and their relation to measured ability has been the unrelia-
bility of gain scores. Several investigators (Hall, 1936, 
Tilton, 1949 and 1953) have sought to introduce experimental 
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controls designed to increase the reliability of measures of 
gain. The apparent assumption behind such attempts is that 
the underlying variable, ongoing learning, is a general 
unitary factor, and as such is a reliable variable; whereas, 
measures of this variabl~, gain scores, are unreliable. In 
the study presently reported, unreliability of measures or 
gain was apparent. Residual Gain 1 correlated -.01 with 
Residual Gain 2, although both scores correlated appreciably 
with the composite measure of immediate residual gain of 
which each was a component. 
An explanation of the unreliability of gain scores 
may be found by considering the nature or the measuring 
processes. Cronbach {1960) defines a test as a "sample 
of behavior." When performance on achievement type tests 
is the performance variable being measured, the measures 
are generally reliable. However. when the variable measured 
is gain in performance, unreliability of measurement is 
generally the case. It is suggested that achievement is 
a relatively stable variable which is analogous to physical 
attributes such as height and weight. When the variable 
measured is a stable one, a limited amount of performance 
when sampled may give a nearly "true" measure. Consider 
now the proposed analogous relation to physical attri-
butes. If the relative stature and weight of a group 
or fourteen-year-olds were measured repeatedly.over 
a period of a few weeks or a few months, one lftluld 
expect the ftHUUJW"&Hs to be tait-lY rel.table. lt th•e• mea-
sure• wer• cottelated wi'b tbe height tit' weight or parente, 
the r•la.t.ion would prob4bl1 be poa1t1ve and a1gn1t1cant. 
flow suppose tha\ lnetead of measuring height or •1gbt, wo, 
meaeved ga:lne 1n height or weight r•pea1uteUy over a period 
of t&Yeral mentha. We know that gaine ln •ight. and 
heigh~ of adoleecente ia genes"all1 not a steady linear 
p:roceae. l' most often occurs in epurta or, to be more 
preciae, phya1cal gro\ftb curves attow pttriode ot rapld acc•-
lerat lon and per1ode of leveling ott. Over a ehcrt period 
ot ti••, then cha11gea are generally not. cctlstant aero ea 
1nd1viduala. fberetore, we would not eJtpeat 11•11ururee ot 
gain basod upon suet:. l1m1ued amounts ot the attribute aam-
pled to eorre.late highly 'With each other (bo t"el1able) or 
to correlate with an external criterion ouch ea ataturff. 
and weight ct parent.a. However 1 if' we l!eaaured gain in 
•ight or height over a period ct a. year or •wo, sa1m 
would p.-obably b• reliable end they c:d.ght well correlate 
with h•igbt and w•ight ot parenta. 
ftela~ing pbysical att1"1butes and gaina t.o psycbolo• 
g1cal measures ot pertor~anct'J and gain in pertoJ'11uu1ce, · 
ii $AJ be seen that m«taiures of achi•YfJS!Sent rather reaemble 
measures ot httight and weight. ~th mea8uret reflect 
the cumulative e.flecta or ga1na ever a long period or time. 
Likewiae 1 it ie sug1ested that physical growth ond 
"peychological tt r:.rowth are analo,oue. Gain 1n weight a:ay 
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reflect hereditary, emotional, and nutrition factors. 
Results 0£ studies by Fleishman and Hempel (1955) and 
Fleishman (1960) indicate that gain in performance with 
practice of a task is related to different abilities at 
different stages of practice. Results of the present study 
indicate that Residual Gain l and Residual Gain 2 were sta--
tistically independent while bot.h related to total gain 
and t,o measured abilities. Both in the case of physical 
growth and gai~ in performance, limitations in the amount 
or the processes sampled probably result in unreliability 
of measurement over short periods of time; the processes 
lack stability and, thus. lack reliability. Even more 
important, gains may be unreliable when different stages 
of gain are correlated, precisely because different factors 
may be contributing most to the variance 0£ the growth 
factors at these stages. Moreover, the sum total of the 
factors acting at. different stages may provide the "truest" 
measure of overall growth and correlate maximally with 
external criteria. In the present study, total immediate 
gain (Residual Gain lf2) correlated conei stently higher 
with measures of ability than did either Residual Gain 1 
or Residual Gain 2; and the correlations were again con-
sistently raised when Residual Gain l and Residual Gain 2 
were combined in weighted linear prediction equations. 
This point shall be returned to later. It has been sug-
gested here that previous experiments finding negligible 
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correlations between gain with practice ot a task and 
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measured intelligence have frequently suffered from limita-
tions in the amount of gain sampled. ~lhen this was not the 
case, however, appreciable relationships have generally 
been found. For example, Tilton (1949) measured gains in 
performance in achievement tests of social studies over a 
full year period. He .round that gains correlated in the 
area _of .50 with intelligence test scores. Tilton (l9S3) 
later correlated measures of school learning over a full 
year period. Grade school pupils were the SJ!. He found 
considerable evidence for a general learning factor. . .. :: 
Duncanson (1967} administered a ·number. of learning 
tasks and ability measures to a group of sixth-grade stu-
dents over a period of eight sessions' on four consecutive 
days. Improvement in performance on the learning task 
was found to be related to measures of ability. 
In another. study (Harootunian, 1966), the time span 
was limited, but gains were obtained from performance on 
eight learning tasks. Although the correlations between 
the individual tasks and intelligence test scores (CTMM 
and Otis B) were small, a composite of learning task scores 
correlated as highly with IQ test scores (.71 and .73) as 
the intelligence tests correlated with each other. 
Insofar as larger samples of learning behavior may 
be desirable, cumulative records from programmed learning, 
as discussed by Sorenson (196 3) and outlined in the intro-
ductory section, might provide most useful measures of the 
ongoing learning processes. Controlled samples of learning 
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behavior over far longer periods 0£ time than is practical 
with conventional methods could be obtained trorn which the 
relation between ongoing learning and measures of ability 
could be analyzed. 
Finally, the interrelations between measures of 
immediate residual gain and intelligence test scores shall 
be considered as they relate to batteries of factorized 
test$ and multiple prediction. Guilford has pointed out 
that "in building a battery of tests to predict a cri-
terion, test makers should try to maximize the validity 
or each test and to minimize the correlations between 
tests" (1965, p. 403). It is interesting that the inter-
relationships between Residual Gain. l, Residual Gain 2 
and measures of ability resemble the type of intercorrela-
tions one typically finds in the case of test batteries. 
The t"WO measures of gain did not correlate with each other 
(-.Ol) while both measures correlated appreciably with an 
unweighted composite of' the scores (.74 for Residual Gain l 
and .66 for Residual Gain 2). Both contributed appreciably 
to the total variance of the unweighted composite or the 
measures (56% for Residual Gain l and 44% for Residual Gain 
2). Furthermore, both gain measures correlated signifi-
cantly with measures of verbal ability, although the corre-
lation between Gain l and ability measures was sizeable 
(e.g., .61 with DAT-VR)' and the correlations between Gain 2 
and tneasured,:verbal~:ability.",was5.natherd slight. (e.g., .27 
eo 
with llAT-VRand Cff!~·L}. 
An uri~ighted cct1tbinatien of tbe two •••aurea ot 
C•itt cortfltlat•d .61. 'Wi t.b 'th9 DA1"..-VR and .48 td \h t.be CTJf':i#~L. 
~- Cdblud 1n a reg~uui1on e~uatien, the tl'O a-eaaut'ft• 
of g&tn oorrelAted .Mt with Di\f•Vt\ and • SS with CTM~·Z.,. 
Tl~ue. the su1.fuNHS 01' l~diate gtdn appal"oatly 
retl.ectod dit.tereQt tJP•• ot lmp.t'OVlHnen~ ae indicated by 
tbe •xte~ to wb1.oh tiu eatn uatAtree were unique. Thi• 
finding la 1n. •P'•~•At with tl"A reaulta ot atud.lea by 
nei a~-n (1960) end 11.eialutan and »•n~pel (195S) 'hat 
different. ta.ct.ore accoun' tor ,una made at dltfeJ-ent at-see 
of practice. The l:U1d1n1. i• l1k•wi·H nleYant to the pro• 
bl•• ot unrel1abiltir of gain aooroa. It ga1na made a~ 
dttt•r•nt at.a~• ot praotlce ere 1.ndependent • \Mn we 
•hould pt~hl.pe tpe•k or guno CplUFal} with practice and 
eocaider gain •• a coapoa1,·• ot a number or di.fteren-t 
t.Jp•a ot gun tact;ol"•· Whe • meaeure ct ocapoe1te gain 
ie de•ired. gain •houl4 be $Mrpled crrer a long perto4 ot 
ti• or la a nubor or alt.uattone. 
In the pn1t.tu1t, •t~dY• beth uaau.ree ot immediate 
ree1dual 1.tn rele\ed a1inttloanil7 to moaeured Yerbal 
•bllity,. aa did a weighted and unweighted ecmpoei\e gato. 
to IJC>M• ~uct911tr,, t,b1s t1nd1ng mtq' re•altirm our cootid•no• 
in our 1ntuu1.ur•• ot abllS.t7. 
CHAPTJ±~R V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The present study waa undertaken to inveetigate the 
relation between measured intelligence and th& ability to 
learn ae measured by ga1na in performance on compreherudon 
type tests with repeated exposure to verbal comprehension 
material. Previous research in the area baa been divided 
concerning the relationship between intelligence and learn-
ing ability. Certain methodological difficulties were 
noted in eeveral previous investigations. Frequently the 
sample employed suffered from severe restrictions in the 
range of talent. Tasks used have generally been extremely 
simple. and as such may little restmble the types of material 
presented on intelligence teste. Aleo, simple tasks may 
suffer from "ceiling effects" which reSl.tlt when subjects 
who begin closer to the upper limit of pertormance have 
le ea remaining pos s1 bl• gain. . Generally, rel1abU1tiee 
ot gain eeorea have either not been reported or they were 
extremely low. Several measures of gain have been employed. 
The present study sought to correct these methodo-
logical difficulties. A total ot 77 public school eighth 
grade student a served aa aubjecte in the experiment. The 
taak employed may be described a& a complex verbal compre-
hension task. Oaina in performance were measured by 
alternate forms ot a verbal comprehen6ion test. The com-
prehension material and alternat• lorms of the test •re 
presented via audio-tape in order to aeaure that all eub-
jecte t1ere expoeed to the complete comprebena\on material 
and had en opportu.ni ty to attempt all questions 011 the 
alternate forms of the comprehenaton teats and, thus, to 
assure that the comprehension teate were power tests• 
Subjects were initially preaented w.t th a pretest 
in order to measure the amount ot intonation relevant to 
the comprehension material whioh they might possess prior 
~o the actual presentation or the material. In all, the 
comprehension material wae presented twice via a tape record-
er. After each presentation, an alternate form or the 
comprehenmon material wae administered. The initial 
experimental eessi.on wa.e then complete. Aft.er an intenal 
of 24 hours, the last torm of the comprehension teat was n 
again presented in order to measure amount ot gain retained 
after an interval or delay. 
Three measures of gain were computed tor purposes 
or comparison. The measures of gain were: absolute gain, 
r 
which is the crude difference between scores on two tents; 
proportion of possible gain, which is the ratio ot abeo-
lu~e gain to possible gain; and residual gain, which ia 
defined. iia tt. difference bttwettn aet\lal final. etatua 
and final etatua pl'edicted from initial et•tue, 
Reliability ot gain• wre computed by aottelatlag gain 
which corr•eporded 'to tbe tirot preeentatlon or th• com-
preheaeiou material with gain which coincided with the 
second presentation ot the tape. 
· tieaul.ta ot the correlational analY•• revealed that 
rest.dual. gain waa th• moat aoneitive measure ot gain.. Since 
residual pin la the moat "tined measure or .sun, d1ecus-
a1on dealt. pr1ur1ly wi-eh reaulta or this measure of galn. 
Beaulte 1nd1cated that the preteat did ·not correlat• · 
"1t.b tmJ ot 'h• other measur•s •aployed. It waa tentat1Tely 
1uggeated that this could be accotmted tor 'by the,:sp'ec1r.1:e·:,l'iature 
or the comprehenld.01:t saterial end or the compreh•n&ion q\lea• 
tions. 
The amo\.lnt ot pin retained. oTer a:·()ne'.,..day":perfodfof 
delay correlated .wifib meaeur•e ot vtrbal ab1.l1tJ (Verbal 
aeasold.ng trn the DAT and Language I''l trom the Cf?·l}() con-
atatentlJ lower than did corre*J>onding measures of imme• 
d1ate gain. l:ntorpret.ation vae 11aited by ~he abort. dun• 
tion. of delay and by the tao1"i that, due to practical lind.• 
tationa tn the s.11• ot the item pool. the test presented· 
after the delay waa actually a repeti tlon ot 'h• last teat 
troa the day before. 
rtesulta of the correlational analy ata tor reot dual 
gain rev.aled that the residual gain wh1cb coincided with 
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the first presentation of the comprehension material corre-
lated appreciably ~~th measures of verbal ability (.61 with 
the DAT Verbal Reasoning and .48 with the C'I'.MM Language IQ). 
ResiduaJ. gain which coincided "4th the second p:-esentation 
of the comprehension material correlated significantly, 
but only slightly w1 th measures of' verbal ability ( .27 with 
both measures}. The intercorrelation between the two gain 
mea~es was -. 01 indicating that different kinds of gain 
were being measured. However, both measures of gain corre-
lated appreciably (.74 and .66) with the residual gain 
which coincided with both presentations of the comprehension 
material, a composite measure of gain of ·which the two 
measures ·of residual gain were the components. When gain~> · 
with the first and gain with the second presentations of 
the comprehension material were combined in a multiple 
regression equation, the multiple correlation with the 
Verbal Reasoning. subtest of the DAT was 1.67, while the 
multiple correlation with the Language IQ of the CTMM was .55. 
The similarity was noted between the above pattern 
of intercorrelations and those found on a test consisting 
of a battery of factorized subtesta. The composite imme-
diate gain score could be considered as a total test score, 
and the component gain scores could be considered as sub-
teste; in that the gain scores did not correlate with each 
other, while both correlated appreciably with the total 
measure of gain, and both correlated significantly with the 
external criteria of measures of verbal ability. 
·Reliability of gains defined as the correlation 
between gain coinciding with the first presentation of the 
comprehension material and gain coinciding with the second 
presentation or the tape was not demonstrated in the pre-
sent study. However, reliability so defined is a rele-
vant issue only if gain in performance, reflecting the 
ongoing learning process, is considered a general unitary 
factor. In the "Present study, the intercorrelations 
between measures of residual gain and verbal ability 
indicate the presence of independent gain factors. Residual 
gain wi~h the first presentation of the verbal material, 
and gain with second presentation of the comprehension · 
material may each be interpreted as defining unique factors, 
while bqth types of gain correlated significantly with mea-
sures of verbal abill ty. 
In general,. from the results obtained in the present 
study, it is concluded that when limited measures of gain 
are obtained, we might best speak of gains (plural) with 
practice rather than gain (singular) with practice. Gain 
(singular) may, however, be a suitable term for a composite 
measure consisting of a number of gain components. ~ben 
measures of immediate gains were computed using a sensitive 
measure of gain, a significant relation was found between 
these gains, which were themselves unique, and ability tests. 
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The relation held,botb;when the gaine \Vert consid•red 
independently and in unweighted or weighted combitiation. 
Thus, it may be seen that ability measures predicted gain 
at each level ot practice significantly above chance, 
whereea gain at one level of practice did predict the gain 
at another level of pra,et.ice. lnsofar as this was the case, 
our confidence in our ineaGUres or ability may be enhanced. 
S? 
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TAB"1.;I A 
lT~M STATl.SflOS FOK "LlfitEIING CC~?PfilHL;trn.lON 
t:rnr I"' iAs~;n OM 'l'fffi tt~ flUt?EST SAMrLg 
J & : ==; g , 1 ,,, =' r: 1 : sr:=15 :=:et t 11 r an::e::=::t= : : 
Point-Bi aerial 
P tor Ss · 1 Correlation ht••n 
in Item Itea and 
l;ire~est Sample - Rntire Iteia 
Ite ••m fium .. ner,. ...... '?i E c~l Pre"-el<"· 
....... ,..... __ ........,_.,.,:;;,...~ .... :.t ......... •• --· -· ----........... 1 ......... , G-J!.•':!(a;o,.:-Ml ___ ,, -·" 1 - ~ t ~ " 1 I I i & 
l 
2 
3 
4-
s 
6 
7 
8 9-
10 
11 
12 
13 
11+ 
lS 
16 
11 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 2; 
21. 
as 
.30 
.20 
.;o 
.20 
.;6 
.JO 
.1.0 
.)0 
.20 
.50 
.;o 
.40 
.75 
.22 
.,z 
.ao 
.2s 
.20 
.50 
.6S 
.20 
.25 
.60 
.35 
.)0 
TABLE B 
ITEM STATISTICS FOR "LISTENING COMPREHENSION 
TEST II" BASED ON THE rrEM PRETEST SAMPLE 
Item Number 
l 
2 
3 
4 
~ 
7 g 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 ia 
19 
20 
21 
22 
2.3 
24 
25 
P for Ss in 
Item Pretest 
Sample 
(N : 96) 
.60 
.62 
.50 
.58 
.42 
.36 
.52 
.36 
.74 
.56 
.50 
.42 
·" .32 
.31 
.29 
.75 
.77 
.• 64 
.49 
.38 
.66 
.59 
.34 
.62 
Point-Bi serial 
Correlation 
Between Item 
and Entire 
Item Pretest 
.35 
.25 
.30 
.40 
.24 
.40 
.20 
.4; 
.30 
.30 
.60 
.25 
.2e· 
.20 
.20 
.33 
.20 
.30 
.30 
.60 
.45 
• 55 
.50 
.20 
.JO 
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TABLE B 
ITEM STATISTICS FOR "LISTENING COMPREHENSION 
TEST II" BASED ON THE ITEM PRETEST SAMPLE 
Item Number 
l 
2 
3 
4 g 
7 g 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 ia 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
P for Ss in 
Item Pretest 
Sample 
(N : 96) 
.60 
.62 
.50 
.58 
.42 
.36 
• 52 
.36 
.?4 
.56 
.50 
.42 
·" .32 
.31 
.29 
.75 
.77 
- .64 
.49 
.38 
.66 
.59 
.34 
.62 
Point-Bi serial 
Correlation 
Between Item 
and Entire 
Item Pretest 
.35 
.25 
.30 
.40 
.24 
.40 
.20 
.45 
.30 
.30 
.60 
.25 
.2a 
.20 
.20 
.33 
.20 
.30 
.30 
.6o 
.45 
• 55 
.50 
.20 
.JO 
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9; 
l.. The one rector in the ~ttnutact\lff ot glasa 'Which soet 
atteeta th• quality ot th• product 1e·t 
(a) a.oun' et &ilic• 'Ua«d J 
(b) t.h.c Mlt.tna; rroetu~•J · 
(c) tlle tU10lln$ ot lead u-ed.;. 
2. ~ba• uauall1 d•~•r•inea ~h• d•tr•• ot herdneae ot tt. glaeaf (a) pt'Of.':Or"t.ion ot• t:tiliea; 
(b) dura'tion of heat ~_.ee't!Hn't; (cl proportion ot ecdtu.-a.. 
). t!i'het. ore too-ta on. the wbstu.rnce to be uoed in manutao'tve 
or glaoa tor? 
(a) ?:• •'- reatotane• ot tth& 1uluirtaMe;. 
(b) preu:noo of: vt1lua .. ble ~1tWrala; (cl pr•oence ot 1apurttt1es. 
4. ~bat. por c•nt of t.be •rl.4• a Rppi1 of cork eott•• tro1t 
Spain and Portugal 't . 
(a) 70 l'•r cent; (bJ 50 p\lar cent. i (c 1 90 ;t•F cttn•. 
s. Mow 1a •atett r•OY•d tns e~•• rubber? 
(td voouu~ drtora ore applied; 
(b) jeta of ho' a.tr are applied; 
(c) tho 1he1't a are aun-baked. 
6. Wbero ie crnd4t rubbitr kept b"ton it is \aken ~o the 
f!li6nt:f4Cturiag plan~? 
(tt} in e~o!allf hea'ed varehouua; 
(b) 1n •· cool and dark place; 
e. 
( c) in vat. e ot cb.e•ic:al pH•J>r•ats:vea. 
Hon a~e t~.& part..iclea ot rubhttt eeparated ttotG UqvJ.d latu? 
(a) b1' allowing 1\\ to at.and; 
(bi by &tJ.mng 1.t; 
to l \}y Mating 1 t. 
now long doe• th• cork t,Nh) ueuall..y 11 vet 
(a) J.SO yoiu·s~ · 
(b) SO year-a; (cl 2' J&•ra. 
"fftlN$C.~lf'T Qf Q;,UisY.ICt£S FatJ~ •LlSft;!UflG 
CCli'J<'!tt<Jff.t~ZiI'iu n;.:;sr lff ('f~!~r t> 
l. The one teeter 1n tbe ~anf.\tact.\;,ifll ot al••• vbich moat 
atteeta th• quallty ot th• produ~t ia? 
hd a.oun' et eiltco ·us•d J 
( t;) tho ~.l ti.flt; pel"O(ttUl$ I · 
(c) the tUM)llntJ f>f lead USff.;. 
2. '*bat- l.trn.ially det.etnt1n.a t;h• d•tr•• ot li!.ardneaa of the gleeat 
(a) pt'o~ort.ioQ of silica; 
( b) duration . of heat ti-.eati:llent J . 
t cJ pr'6port.i.on of ecdiwa. 
). \ti1'..at. ere t.•~• on. the wtHJtanca to be uaed in maruafao11ve 
or 11••• Eu? 
lal haai. n•1•tane• ot th• eu\let.•M•J: 
(b) prei;enco OJ: V$lU$ble ~itWt-~laJ 
(c) pr•oetlce ot 11l'J)ur:t.ttles. 
4. ~hat por cent ot the WJ.t"ld* a wpva1 ot cork oo~•• ~ 
Spot n and Portup.11 
ta} 10 per e•nt; ._bl SO per cent.; 
(c J 90 ~•:r ctn~. 
s. ffow !s wat•,. t'4SOYod ft"Oll e-•• Abber1 
(td vocuu~ drtora ore appliedi 
U>l jeta cf bol at.r are applled; 
(c) tbe :ahet!)ta ere a&n•hakod. 
6. t1ib~re is en1d4t rub"'8t"" kopt. boton it le taken to th• 
manattacturi.ng plant.? 
ta} in e~o.ially heated warebouMrJ; 
(b) in • cool un.d dark place; 
e. 
{ c) in VA\t.e ot oh.emic•l preaar•at1"Yea. 
Bo11 a?'& th& part..iclea ot rubhfJtt separated ttom liqmd latu? 
(a) bf allo'lllt11 1~ to atand; (b} by 1Jt1rrlng it; 
tel by beating it. 
9,. tiha~ \Jf'• ot trett doea cork come troa? 
C •> north•m apnac•i (b} evergr«te& oak; 
tc J Europ•an •aple. 
10. What. 1 e mi1utd lid. ib cork to •k• 11noltiwa? (a} tnr; (b) plaa,io ~en~ 
( c) 11.na~(lid oil• 
11. \~hDt :ts ~he tttnure or 'ti r¥jln cork'? 
(e) u.oot.b; 
fh) $(.}ft;.; (c) roup. 
·.·· .. ·(}7 
12. ~bat ta tihtt purpc• of ~leaning and flattc::d.ng cork atrlpef 
(~) imprcvit ap~e~nnce ~nd v~luo; (b) clese• porae and gtves bet-'GO t•St\Jnl (o) ~•~vea dirt and ~u-a$.lt~•· 
13. For uhn~ i& v1f1!1n cork •~fuusivel.)' uef,cU 
ta) bottle atoppera; 
th) ltre pr.-1~n~rn; 
loi nuitie decoret.J.one. 
14. 1'low high doe• the a1oera1• cor• voe grow? 
·(a) 10 feet i 
O>J )0 tte:ti (cl 7S feet. 
15. r!ow ~any lo~tudinal tntt1e:lone ore aade on tbe 't:NfJ tiben 
nripfti&:f! eork·t 
(a) 3 er 4i 
(b) ' or 6i · 
tel ? or s. 
16. In the min.inn ot iron, -·bat le uud tc al~a:r the top eurtaoe 
away when ~h• 1Nn ore is near r.ne eu.rraeet? · 
{a) dyneit.•; 
(b) hiih praaaure bca•Hai ( c} otea.~ $lwvela. 
17. The iron o.re dopo•1t of tt10 LAlr.e S.u;Attt'°1or neo.oa is con• 
a1der•4 -{a} v&luableJ 
(b:} average; (cl worthlcaa. 
18. '~hen iron ore ta re1~1ned, what to the t.tmtJlGraturie ot tbe 
air wM.dt ta blown 1n'-O 'the blast. turn~e'i 
(a} ttro•thouMn.ri degr1J@S • 
( b) f1 V$•thQ'USG.t'4 dO(rf!tUl; 
( C) tftn •'tMU.f.HlM 'htgr1Hia. 
l9. Wh•t- is the pt'oc1uia called by which large iron ore 
d•eo•1~s are formed? (a/ terrication; 
20. 
(b) •ulcanisatton; {c) eedimentati.on. 
What per cent of iron is tound in the 
Superior Region? 
{a) fifty to td.X'ty! 
(b) si.Xty to eeYenty; 
(e) gevcnty to ei~hty. 
21. wnere does the United States obtain most or its iron ore? 
<•> Fcmnaylv.ania; 
(b) ~est V1rgixt!.•i 
to l Lake superior legion. 
22. Vfhere i• the second importaim 1:ron•pr"OdtJc1ng region 1n ~be 
Unit•d ~'tates? (a) ~•nnayl•ania region; 
(b) h.l~.bua region; 
(c} Lake l;fte Beston. 
With what do \he iapuniiea troa iron ore oozab1ne? 
(a) melted coke; 
(b) ~•lted quarts; (e) ~elted limestone. 
24. The weight ot iron or• iO com~arison '4. th the 1mpvitlea 
ie? 
(~) r~avier than ~h• 1mpur1t1••; (b) e~ual to the 1$puri~1es; 
( c) li!hter than the impuritlee. 
2S. How many ot the ten important iron or• deposits are ot a 
sediIJUtntary •ariet7? 
(a) thrc~; 
(b) seven; 
(c) ten. 
l. tmat. f1roce aa 1'n t.h• '1can.uf'actur• ot gloes torme.rly u4• 
it t-oc ~xv~n1&i ve tor gfHM·ttl use"# 
t aa pur.1t·111li th• til.ica 1 
(bi obt•ining tl'tf! 1dlica tn>~ quar~z; 
tc j •ltin& &iltca. 
2. ~h•" er.rc.ott does the c:tualily of aand uati.i ha•• on tbe 
~la1&1 (•) li~~l• eiac• 1mp~r1ti•• ~r• rt$ove4 1n ~ooea•ing; 
(b) a:r"eat 1d.MHt 1t. det~rni~s tl1., q'Uelity of t•ho t).ltNl 
(e) 1apo.r\Hu1t. c:nl7 in \ho ft'O!f~tioc ot f'1ntll c17etial. 
3. In ·t.ht mau2utao'tiun ot glaoo, 'he rtftlCY&l ot t.be 1ap•r1ty 
ox.tea ot iron is aceumpliebod b;e what proOfct:$~~ 
hd Chtllmi.Cel troat1mentJ · 
('b) buni1ttg and wa$h1nt:H 
(c) QOl~ing .auMi r"£lP1dly ()Od1ng. 
4. ln th• 001A~u1 or wna~ tr~ ct p:ciop.l• in \hi• c'°un,r<y 1• 
i~pcrt~d ~l~ ae wttrtd'f 
fa) ~•lthy ;poopl•; 
(b} f.or&1g;~~r$J 
(c) tl·?.ryo.ne. 
tr~ what tm\trtQ ia th.$ a1lica obtained whioh 1& upd 
J.n auak:lni£ Sohei•n ~l&6S~ 
hd i·11r.t. j 
{b) ~U.llck S•a tta.nd; 
te 1 tulcanto ·d.ep1.>al&a. 
In \Au~.\ form ta s1licai ob\i.ai.tled in moa't modtrn glau 
r~etorll}~f? 
{(i} volt::mic roe!(} 
tb) a.and; 
tc J quartt n;,ck. 
7. '~l;en 11nr• is flit1•d• it teude tco •l\li glal9& -(al hArde.r; 
(b} 4'tro~er; 
tel t.et'to:-. 
8. ~i:nat te .meant by t.he vuleaniuitton prcecuJ&1 
(a) addini ohomi<:$llii (b) purifying r•ubber; 
t.:) c:mr1ng by beat. 
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9. What name is given to the elastic substance when. it 
10. 
ll. 
12. 
13. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
first comes to the factory? (al dough; (b) crude rubber; 
(c) elastic. 
What appearance does rubber have after being washed? (a) like a black gum; (b) like a rolled piedough; 
(c) like a piece of sheet sponge. 
What is the nature of the milky liquid from 'Which 
rubber is derived? · 
(a) a true sap; 
(b) a distilled by-product; (c) a secretion. 
What is the name of the process by which rubber articles 
are made tough and hard? 
(a) pressurization; (b) eolidi£1cat1on; (c) vulcan~zation. 
. . 
Where is sulphur added to the raw rubber? 
(a) mixing room , 
(b} chemical treatment department; 
( c ) finishing room. i 
Manufactured rubber articles are first fashioned in the -(al miXing room; ' (b rubber rnillJ ( c products factory. 
Why are special chemicals added to the rubber in the 
mixing room? 
(a) to dry it; 
(b) to purify it; (c) to vary the quality. 
\tJhat is the first step in the treatment ot the raw 
rubber at the factory? (a) it is cleaned and tested; (b) sulphur and other ingredients are added; 
{c} it·is heat treated. 
What is the first yield of cork called? (a) initial cork; 
(b) virgin cork; 
(c) black cork. 
lS. Cork ie used extenttively in the manufacture of which 
of the following products? 
(a) linoleum; (b) asphalt; 
(c) vinyl. 
19, P.ow high on the tree ia cork removed? 
(a) 10 feet; 
(b) juat below main branches; 
(o) halt-way up the t.ree. 
20. What elf ect doea stripping 'he cork have on the tree a? (a) detrimental effect; 
(b) no errectJ 
(c) beneficial effect •. 
21. What quality or cork makea lt aatietactory tor bottle 
stoppers? 
(a) solidnesei 
{b) cheapnes&J 
( c) elasticity. 
22. What subetanoes are used in refining iron ore? (a) limestone and ooke; 
(b} aand and o h.arco al J 
(c) quart• and lime, 
2), iiihen iron is refined, what is the temperature of tbe 
air used in the furnace? (a) one-tht>wsand d•gr•••J (b) five-thousand degrees; 
(o) ten•tbouaand degrees. 
In iron-ore mines. bow ia the ore aent to the aurtace? 
(a\ through abates; (b in elevators; ( c on conveyors. 
In the process of re.tining iron ore what are the 
impurities and melted limestone called? (aJ concentrate; 
(b) alag; . (c) pig iron. 
UBRl\RY 
tJNlVERSlTY OF RlCHMONC. 
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l. Whatt kinda of glap are •~111 Nde trom t;h• elllca ln 
?uu-t• ~oek? · •> milk: ~aaa (\?) P.ohemian glaee; (o} Brae111•n gl•sa. 
2. 'What 1 • t be r&lat.1 ve co et ot s;laas ude tro• tl int dd 
quarts'? (a) cheap; 
(I>) a•orqo; 
( ~ ) expena1 ••. 
-'• The 1rtpurt 't'J !a PM which most nrtously att•cta t.he 
clearness ot glaea in -
Ca) vegfi'table ••t.terJ 
(bl clay1 (c) o~ide or 1rc~. 
4. 1libat; p~•••• is alv•l• ua•d !n tbe manutaet.un of' &la••? (a) oru.a.\.ting 1fU&rtsif 
(b) coaprtaaing ecmd; 
(e) mtl'til'lg silica. 
s. What •ubatanc• ueod in ••kios.: P••• te=ds •• uu ;be 
glaa• llOft.er"t 
to) lead; 
(b) liMj 
(o) iron. 
6. lr'bat deteruine• ~he tranepanncy or trnt glaea'? (a) ._.,unt. ot leadt (b) quality ot a.nd; {c} proportion ot eaad. 
7. Sam tor u• in uk1l'lg gl.aae :aus~ not coctaln more iron 
tb.tn • (e) one•holt or on• per cent; 
(b) on• per cent; 
(«} t1vo per cent. 
S. How ia 1ron oxide l'ellff)Yttd froa the sand uaed tor ssaktng 
~-···1 (a) using chetdcaleJ 
(b) burning; 
'o) wa•biiag. 
9. ~'hat type ot aubatano• ta cnu:.l• rubber? (a) firm and elaetio; ( b) eon and gi.uamy 1 
· Cc} bard and brittle. 
10. ~'h_.. do rubber tree a usually grow? 
Ca} Por,ugal and Spain; 
( b J temperate sone j 
(o) tro}}ice. 
ll. tnat happens 1 t the juice of the rt.\bber plfin't is allowed to 
stand for a t1ae? 
(a) particlee ot l"Ubher riee to t.h• eurtace; 
(b) p&rt.iol•• ot Nbber ae'ttle to the botttom; 
to i ••a••• ot rubber eeJ,'uarate ou~ 
12. :Jl&at ie uaed to cle11.n_. the rubb~~ et the factory? 
(a) hot oilJ {b) fresh w.ter; 
to) atroag acid. 
13. Wb.a, 1o do• to change crude rubber 1nto a ptat.ty like 
mas a? 
(a) lt 1• atellll treated; 
(bl it; .ta che?l11cally treated; 
(c) it ta rubbed. and cruehed. 
14. What detenainea tbe hardneea ef the rubber pn>duct? 
(a) aot0unt. ~ha' rubber ia ceaprtuus•d; 
(b) Pl"OFOrt1on of pu.r• rubber in the produ.c\J 
Co) aaounl or .beai appll•d lo processing. 
l:S. ~bat tou~r1e1 grow the great.•• oount or co~k? (a} ltaly and Greeot-; 
(b) Burma and Ceylon1 
16. 
17. 
18. 
(c) Portusal and Spain. 
now long doea the eork tree cott.tinue to prcduc• oorkt (•) SO Je&J"a or mor•; (bJ 100 7ears tl~ more; { c} 150 year• or . .,_... 
£tripping t.he cork from tM tree baa what et.feet on 
1
:1 :!::~1c1a1; · 
b) detriment•lJ 
c.) ot no et tee~. 
Where in. thla ccnmtry an experi1.tcutt a in gro\lif.cg cork 
be1ng conducted? · 
(a) Oalifomia; 
(b) 'i'exaas1 
(c) i'lor1da. 
19. What is the average yield of a tree at each cutting 
of cork? 
(a} 10 lbs. 
(b) 45 lbs. 
(c) 120 lbs. 
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20. At what time of the year is the cork taken from the tree? 
{a) summer; 
(b) winter: 
(c) spring. 
21. How are the strips cared for after being taken from 
the trees? (a) sur£aces are treated chemically and baked; 
(b} surfaces are wire brushed and sun dried; 
(c) surfacea are cleaned and £lattened by pressure. 
22. Cork is used for the soles of shoes because it ia -
(a) non-conductive; 
(b} durable; 
( c) inexpensive. 
23. What is the substance that is placed in the blast 
furnace with the iron ore? 
(a) coke; 
( b) granite; 
(c) slag. 
24. How does iron compare in weight with the impurities 
in the ore? 
{a) lighter; (b} approximately the same; 
(c) heavier. 
25. b~at is used to make the molds into which the iron 
is poured? 
(a) limestone; 
(b) sand; 
( c} slag. 
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(a) Ut.l\Ount 0£ ailioa U4.H1:d; (b) the melting procttas; 
{c) the at1iour1t. c•f l<a<ld. t.iaed. 
lOo 
(a) proportion or silica; lb} durat';ion ot heat treatment; 
hd proportion cf acdiutt1. 
(aJ neat re5i 11tanee of the eub5tanc:e; (b) 'Presence or -valuable 
minEira.lei tc) preser~e of impuri.ties .. (a) 7~ p~r can~; (b) eo Fer e~nt; (ci 90 p~r cent. 
hd 11r.cutun ~il"le-re .are &ppli~d; ( b} jets of hot air are 
~ppliecl; tc} the e..'1.eeta at•• rsun la~ked,. 
(aJ 1 n e.>ptt;C ially h"ated war•houe~s; ( b} in a cool and 
dark place; ( c} in vats ot cc-emicitl. proservat1 v_,th 
(a) by &!lowing it to st~nd; (b) by :stirring it; (c) by 
httating it. 
(a) 150 Y"uro; (b) ~? 11-ars; (c} 25 yoart'J. 
(a) t~r; (b) plAstio ct.:n·1rnnt; {o} linseed oil. 
(a) M:tooth; (b) sort; {cJ rough. 
(3) improve $ppe~ra.,ce and v~lue; (bl cloeen por~e and sivea 
better texture; (c) re:c-0Vt'Hi dirt n..nd ptu~asit.~e. 
( 11t) bottle otoppero; ( b) lltet pres~rvera; (e) ruotie deeor&tioruh 
l&l 10 f~t:t; (b) ;c f!&{\t; (c) 75 ffl1at,. 
{a} 3 or 4; (b) 5 or 6; (t:)? ors. 
hd dyruim!te; (b) high JH"t'!St.tte !1oeu.rn~ (c} 5t.eam $hovels. 
(a} valuabl~; {b) fl.V(?ra,e; (c i wertbloas. 
(a} tv11 thoueuind degrees; (b) five thousand docreea; (e) 
te~1 thousand degrees 
(a) ferricationJ (b) 1tul(Uu"lieation; (e} aeciifi~ntation. 
hd fifty to sixty; (b} six.ty to seventh; \e} aaventy to eighty. 
(ld Fenn~ylvani1i; (b} ~est Virginia; (c) l..eke Superior ~iegion. 
(a) i':enr.a;1ylveni a rer;ion; (bl .:~labatia re!:,i(;n; ( c} L&ke 
e..rie Het;icm. 
(a) meltt!d coke; (b} ratt•lt~d quart~; (c) melt&d liZ11ttstone. 
(a} heav1.~r than the lrnyurl tie~; ( b) efiutil to the 1mpur1 tiG&; 
(e J li~J1\tetr than the impur1t.1es e. 
(aj ttret-;; (b) G'lVtr)ni {e) ten. 
_ 1. 
:t. 
-
- 4. 
- 5. 
_6. 
- 1. 
-
e. 
- 9. 
_10. 
_11. 
12. 
-
19. 
-
'"'" 
-"V• 
21 
- (I 
22 
- . 
r~;_:~~:r Y 
(a) pu:r1fy.1.n~; thei nl1cn; (b} obta11U.nr: th!l ailicn 
fr()tl qtu1rtr.; (e) melt.int~ 5ilica .. 
(a} littltl sincfJ i.mpuriei.eo are r'Jt(loved in t-roct1ssing; 
(b} t;rJt'at t.dnce det~rmines t.!1e quality of the glass; 
(c) 1apertent only if• t.he ~~roduction er fine eryst.TAl. 
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{~) ehenie~l treat~F,nnt; \bi burning iand wnahing; \c) molt-
ing and rat.'1dly cooling. 
(o) wealthy r~·(}ple; {b} f¢:reiarr,~ra; (c) everyone. 
(n) .flint.; (b} ~J.aek, Sea SUH!; (c) volctmic dopo:site. 
(,)1} volcanic rock; (hi eand; le) quartz rock 
(a) h&\rder; (h) ~trongerl (e} eo.ft•r. 
(A) adding enc·mict:ls; (b) purifying rubber; (c) curing by heat. 
(11) dOUt:'h; (h} crude rubber,; (c} elastic. 
(a/ likt- a bl.n~~1 gur~; (b) like a rolled pie dough; (c) lik& 
a pi~ce of $h~~t upcnge. 
(.a) a t.rua t:3Pl {b) a difltillGd by-produ.ct; (c) a e.ecretion. 
(a) fH'."etn~urim;tt . .ton; (b} 1tolidi!ic11t1on; (c} vulcanization., 
(e) mixin,~ roo-!'ilJ \b) che:nica!l trt'it3tment .-fo_partMenti 
(cJ finiehin$ ~--ao~h 
(a} ~ix.i.n9: roon; (b} rubb<li?" mill; (c) ·products factory. 
(a) to dry it; lb) to purify !t: (c J to ''l':ary tho quality. 
(a) it 1.~ el~ar~"id en:i t~ntod; (b) sulphur and otfier ingr•• 
di ents er~ ttd':l~d; ( c} it i& hC}at treated. 
{a} initi~l. cor-k; (b) viriin cork; (cJ black corko 
(a) linoleu.r:; {b} asph:1lt; le) vinyl. 
(a) 10 f'(ltit; { b) jl.lct b~low ncli n branche a; (c i !tal:f \t'af up 
the tree. 
(a) detri~~nt$l e.r.f'ect; (b) no c.ff~ct; (e) b~n~t"icinl ef!'ect. 
(~} 1.mlidr~f;s; {b} ehenpnc~rn; (c) ol.;1st.1city. 
(a i l:tmett'tone ;l:\fd co k(t; ( b) ~zmd and chrt.rccal; (e j quartz and 
lill'l~. . . \ . \ai one thouzand degrtutsi (b, five thouso:~n.d degr.c!f~i (c/ ten 
~housnnd d~.r;;reea. {a) ttrot'bh- sn(1ft.a; (b) in .-;levators; {cl on conveyors. 
\a J cor~ entrate; ( h) elar.; (e} pig iron. 
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1'!<31 l. 
(,~J milk glass; (bJ 8ohtur.ian glans; (c) Brazilian glaii'1. 
\G.i clHinp; {b) averat,,41; {c) &xpt<rn.sin. 
(~) vog<itatilf: i~att.~r; {t;) el~iy; (c} oxide ct iron. 
(~) lez.1d; \bl lirie; {c) ircr:h 
\a) amount or 14'ttd; (b) quslity or turnd; (c J propcrt.ion or -~nd. 
( ~) ono h::llf of arH11 r;ttr cent; (bi one por cent; ( c) !i Vil' per 
c~nt. 
{ii I uai tlg c horl1t: ale l \ b) burr.1 t1itt ( c I wa chi ng. 
(a} firm and elaat.ic; (b) coft iind gummy; (c} hard en'j brittle. 
(Q) 1~01.-.r~ug~l &nd SptiinJ (b} temporat.<t aone; (c) tropic~. 
(a) J.Hlrticles of rubber tise to the ~urface; {b) pihrt.iclea 
or rubbar s&tt:.1$ tt:t tho bottcua; lo) <ru1n:>cHi cf rubber 
~parot~o out. 
\()} hot oil; (b) fresh water; {c) strong ueid. 
(a) it iu at<HU!l treated; (bl it ia ctH)tuieally treated; (c) it 
is. rubbed and crushed. 
{A) amount that rubbRt4 ii.IJ ccmprtl;S3~d; {b) f;J"Oportion ot pure 
rubbor in the product; (c} n~iount or t~riat applied in proces$1ng. 
(a} ltiily and Grcrn<rn; {b} Um·ni41 e.tld \i~ylon; (c) f'ortugal tind 
S.prdn. 
(a1 50 yf>'are or 1r.orei (b} lOQ yeare c1" rocr-e; (c} 150 yeara 
or more. 
{ad bt'mef!c.il.\l; ltd detrirr.1sntal i tc) c1f t!o effect. 
(a) Cnli!ornin; fb> 'l'cxae; (c) tlor1.da. 
(n} 10 l'be .. ; lb) 45 lbs.,; (c) l~:u lbao 
( .B} t;.u!':'\~l·cr 1 \ b) -wl ntfi\:r; ( c} spring. 
(al surfaces are trt'tatod che-mically and bak~d; (bJ surtacea 
are ldire brlJ!>hed and rrun dried; (c/ surf.aces ~re cleaned 
and flattened by ~rtttJ&ur&.. 
(a) non ... cos:iduct1ve; (b} aurable; {c) inexp~:insive. 
\a) coke; (b} gr,~'l'lite; (cJ elag,. 
hd 11entar; {b) approjt1:nately the S!&i1~; \<: J be£1Vit.Jr. 
(~) l!~1et>1tone; {bl sand; {cJ slat-~· 
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